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I. G-eneral Bioj^raphy
"Broadgate Villa, in the village of Pilton, near
Barnstaple, North Devon, wa.s the house my father took for us,
after our mother's death, before leaving for India. Here his
mother, and his two sisters, Charlotte and Augusto. , vrere
installed to look after us.""^ So Ethel Ilunro describes the
living a,rra.nsements under vrhich she and her brothers, Charles
and Hector Hugh, to be brought up. These particular
events took place about 1872. Hector ;fas ti'io at the time,
a.nd had been brouglit to England from B^Jirma, V7here he had been
born at Akyab in I87O, his father being an Inspector G-eneral
in the police stationed there.
The child had been sick almost continuously from birth.
As his sister says, "He was a delicate child, in fact the
family doctor at Barnstaple, whom the grc-m-ups looked upon
as a.n oracle, decls.red that the three of us would never live
to grow up.""" The echo of this was to come later in the
grim "Sredni Vashtar."
.
Gonradin ten years old, and the doctor had
pronounced his professional opinion that the
boy would not live another five yea.rs. The doc-
tor was silky and effete, and counted for little,
but his opinion ws.s endorsed by Llrs. De Ropp, who
co^onted for nearly everything. -Irs. De Ropp was
Conradin's cousin and guardian, and in his eyes
she represented those thjr'ee-fifths of the vrorld
-Ethel I-funro, Blozravihy of Saki (New York: Viking
Press
, 1929) , p. 3.
^Ibid
. . V. 4.

that are necessary and disagreeTJole and real; the
other tvfo-fifths , in perpetual antagonism to the
fore^oln^, v/as summed up in himself a/nd his imo-sin-
at-.on. One of these days Gonradin supposed he would
succumb to the mastering pressure of vrearlsome
necessar^f things - such a,s illnesses and coddling
restrictions and dravm-out dullness. -fithout his
imagination, which was rs.mpant under the s"our of
loneliness, he would have succumbed long a^e.^
Like Gonradin, the three ilunros had little of interest
in their lives except that provided by their imaginations.
The a.unts brought them up vrlth v;hat one writer refers to as
"draconic strictness," and any pleasure and a,rausements they
fcjn-d for themselves were entirely of their o\m conception
and usua.lly contrary to the commands of their aunts.
It doos not seem that it would be possible to find any
two women more poorly suited in all possible ways to the job
of raising a,nd training children. In view of the emphasis
which today is placed on childhood as the most influential
and generally importa-nt tim.e in the development of that
character, personality, and vfhole attitude towo.rd life vrhich
will stay with the individual as long as he lives, it does
not seem that too much attention can be given to the type
of "family" in vrhich Kector Hugh MiJinro grew up. Even the
brief description of it which is given by his sister is
sufficient to ma ,e the reader wonder that any of the children
-'Hector Hugh 2-!unro . Gomplete Short Stories of SaJii
(iTew York: Halcyon House, 1939), p. 151.
r
escj.ped serious mental and emotional distrubances
. The
following quotations Give some idea of the scene:
Our grandmother, a gentle, dignified old lady,
was entirely overr^aled "by her turbulent daughters
,
who hated each other V7ith a ferocity and intensity
worthy of a bigger cause... Our best time was during
some pitched battle in their internecine warfare...
Aunt Tom (Charlotte) vras the most extraordinary
woman I have ever knovrn - perhaps a, reincarnation
of Catherine of Russia, '.fhat she meant to Imow or
do, that she did. She had no scruples, never saw
when she vras hurting people's feelings, was pos-
sessed of boijndless energy .. . The other aunt,
Augusta, is the one vrho, more or less, is depicted
in "oredni Vashtar" . She was the autocrat of
Brop.dgate - a woman of ungoverna-ble temper, of
fierce lihes and dislilies, imperious, a moral
coward, possessing no brains^^worth speahinr of,
and a prim.itive disposition. ^
The bitterness and intensity of feeling which is
expressed here may, perhaps, be better appreciated vrhen one
realizes that it was written bv a. m.iddle aged wo: nan who had
escaped from the aunts' regime at least thirty years before.
The two younger Munros were spared physical punishment,
although their older brother was less luchy. "Charlie
really came off vrorst - Aunt Augusta never lihed him, and
positively used to enjoy whipping him. Hector and I escaped
whipping, being considered too delicate. Kovrever, the
disciplinary methods of the aunt did em.-oloy are well described
in "The Liomber-Room" . This story is also an excellent
example of a trait v;hich appea,rs repeatedly in LIunro's work -
^Ethel Munro, od. c it
. . p. 5-7.
-^Ibld
.
p. 11.

the cliild :^ettinrs ^'^''-^ best of an older T^erson \rho is in a
position of a^uthority over him. At tiiries, as here, it
becomes almost the symbol of the victory of imagination and
liveliness over the forces of dullness and re-oression. On
this basis, a moderately long quotation seems Justified.
The children v;ere to be driven, as a special treat,
to the sands at Ja,n;borou.'^h . l^Iicholas wa^s not to
be of the party; he was in dlsf^race. Only that
m.ornin2 he had refused to eat his wholesome bread-
and-mill: on the seemin^3ly frivolous ground that
there v^as a fro^ in it. Older o.nd v/iser and better
people had told him that there could not possibly
be a frop; in his bread-and-milk and that he was not
to talh nonsense ; he continued, nevertheless, to
talk wha,t seemed the veriest nonsense, and described
with much deto.il the colouration and markings of
the alleged frog. The dramatic "oart of the incident
was tha,t there was really a frog in Nicholas ' s
basin of bread-and-milk; he had put it there himself,
so he felt entitled to know something about it.
The sin of taking a frog from the garden and
putting it into bowl of vrholesome bread-and-milk
was enlarged on at gres.t length, but the fa,ct that
stood out clearest in the v7hole a.ffa,ir, as it pre-
sented itself to the mind of Nichola.s, was th3.t the
older, wiser, and better -oeople had been 'oro'red to
be T:rofoundly in error in ms/tters about which they
had expressed the utmost assurance.
"You aaid there couldn't possibly be a frog in
my bread-and-milk; and there was a frog in my
bread-and-milk," he re-oeated with the insistence of
a skilled tactician who does not intend to shift from
favourable ground.
So his boy-cousin and girl-cousin and his quite
uninteresting younger brother were to be taken to
Jagborough sands that afternoon a-nd he '.-.'•as to stay
at home. His cousins' aunt, v/ho insisted, by an \mvrar--
ranted stretch of imagination, in styling herself
his aunt also, had hastily invented the Jagborough
expedition in order to impress on Nicholas the deliglits
that he had justly forfeited by his disgraceful conduct
at the breakfast table. ':.t was her habit, whenever
one of the children fell from grace, to improvise
something of a festival nature from which the
offender would be rigorously debarred; if all of
the children sinned collectively they were suddenly

•5.
1
#
informed of a circus in a neighborins toim, a
circus of unrivalled merit and uncounted elephants,
to iThich, but for their depravity, the.y v^ould
have been talien that very day,°
The lives of the children '^ere almost entirely ones of
repression, of a contin^jous negative pressure exerted on
them from all sides and above. The feeling vras alvrays thr.t
of high 'mils and "Dont's" --a prison-lilie atmosphere, dark
and damp. Although it was easy enouf^h for them to displease
the aunts, it vras actually difficult to comm.it o.ny major crimes
^
since "¥ith the best will in the world we could not ho"ne to
be really na,u3hty, for there simply was not the scope. Three
children with three srovm-u'cs to mana-^^e them are really
handicapped from the outset."'^ Even the children's ^^^enuine
expressions of emotion had to be concea.led. . . "Ye hs.d early
learnt to hide our feelings to show enthusiasm or emotion
was sure to bring an amused smile to Aunt Augusta's face. It
was a hs.teful smile, and I carjiot imagine vrhj it hurt, but
it did; among ourselves v/e called it 'the meaning smile'.""-*
In "Srec3>ii Vashtar" Conradin, who is suffering under
similarly confining conditions, seeks anc finds revenge. As
readers, vre can sympathize with him and can share his ex-
hultatlon in the death of his enemy. Certainly vre could not
condemn !-5jinro for a desire to get even; he had more than
^Hector Hugh -'iunro, otd. cit,, v. 4l6.
7Ethel I-Iunro, o^. cit., "o. 11.
Sibid., p. 9.
c
enough provocation for vranting to do so. Ho'vever, his revenge
did not come vfhile he v/as living under the domination of his
aunts; they continued to limit his expression as long o.s they
lived. Chj?lstor)her Horley's comnent sums ui:.- the situation
neatly. "Of vrhat other writer can it be said that his life
could not be \rrlzuen ijintil his aunts had dled?"^
I-Iunro ' s revenge vras probably not often, if at all,
recognized as such by himself, since it seldom takes such a
violent form of expression as in the macabre "Sredni Vashtar"
.
Far more freouently it appears clothed in the disguise of the
high-spirited jokester v;hose greatest interest and most worth-
while function in life is to confuse, frustrate, and madden
that dull part of the world which is conventional, smug, and
completely boring. Munro's enfants terrible
s
may be male or
female, child or adult, rich or "ooor. Even the famed Tobermory
the observe.nt
,
talking cat v;ho cold-bloodedly throws a sedate
house party into a turmoil, is an enfant terrible -- a perfect
example of the type. All of these sharp-tongued commentators
and perpetratorsof practical jokes are an expression of
rebellion on the part of the author a^gainst conditions a.nd
types of individuals against v:hich he was unable to rebel
when they were being inflicted on him. Considering the
regime under \fhj-ch he was raised, it seems remarkable that
he was able to express himself on the subject with such
freojaent bones of lightness, high spirits, and genuine fun.
9Christopher Llorley, Comi:^lete Short Stories of Saki
(New York; Halcyon House, ^939). Introduction.
_
r
Another reflection in his iTork of Munro ' s early life is
seen in the fact that his stories consistently picture aunts,
nephews and nieces. Ke vrould certainly be the \finner of o.ny
literary contest to determine vrhose works most often portray
these particular family members, if such awards were to be
given. Yith this plethora of aunts, however, comes to light
a.nother characteristic of Munro's picture of family life
which, while a part of the same picture, is less obvious
and perhaps much more important. This is the fact that no-
where in his stories is there a. picture of vrhat we would
consider a normal family -- a father, a mother, 3.nd their
child or children. There is never even the portrayal of a
husband and wife who have anything apir^roaching affection
for, and understanding of, each other. If any character has
parents, they a,re either s.t a dists.nce in some remote unnamed
region, or -.fith wish is expressed that they were. Similarly,
husbands and vjives seem to exist only to annoy, tie do'-m, and
disagree with each other. "The Reticence of Lady Anne"
revolves around a domestic ojjiarrel without vihich the story
would be nonexistent. In addition to the actual disagreement,
however, there is suggested the life that this middle aged
couple have had together, a thing of deadening routine and
dullness spattered vrith arguments about inconsequential
matters. The little Imovm short story "Cross Currents" is a
bleak tale of a woman who failed to make even a, moderately
happy adjustment v;ith a succession of tvro husbands and a
rc
lover, and who ends up alone worlrins as a cook. "The JesoinG
of ArllnGton StrinGham" is even a Grimmer "oortraya.l of
domestic disunity which, in this case, leads to the wife's
suicide, 'fxien actual quarreling betv/een husband and v/ife is
not present, it is often because one or the other is away for
long periods of tine. Husbands seem inclined to specialize
in excursions to foreign lands as is the case with I-Iurrey
Yeovil in ;/hen ¥illiam Came . Although he and his wife Cicely
appea,r to be on pleasant terms, he has Just been off on e.n
extended hunting trip in Siberia as the booh begins. Cicely
appeared to have been ojaite content with the arrangement and
fears that various matters will be "rather strained and
uncomfortable" upon his arrival. Even engagements and honejr-
moons are not ;nortrayed as happy affairs. In The Unbearable
Bassineton . Elaine married Courtenay You^glial for reasons no
more apparent than spite and a certain sense of martyrdom.
He seems to regard her as little more than a good possibility
e.s a combined|iostess and household ornament for a man vrho is
8. rising political figure.
The Unbearable Bassington gives the most complete
picture of a mother-and-child relationship to appear in any
of Sahi's works, and it, too, shovrs a family without harmony
or ^.mderstanding.
Frounce sea was, in her cm '.ray, fonder of Commas the.n
of any one else in the irorld, and if he had been
broi-ming his shin somewhere east of Suez she i/ould
probably have hissed his photogra,ph with genuine
fervour every night before going to bed; the appeara,nce
((
of B. cholera scare or rumour of native rlsin3 in the
columns of her daily nevrs -sheet irould have caused
her a flutter of o^rjcletj, a.nd she would have mentally
lihened herself to a Spartan mother sacrificinG her
best-beloved on the altar of State necessities, 3ut
v;ith the best-beloved installed under her roof, occupylns
an unreasonable e.mount of cubic space, and demanding
d8.ily sacrifices instead of providing the raw material
for one, her feelinss were tinned vrith irritation
rather than affection. She might have forgiven Comus
generously for misdeeds of some gravity committed in
another continent, but she could never overlooli the
fact that out of a dish of five plovers' eggs he
was certsAn to tahe three. The absent may be always
wrong, but they are seldom in a position to be in-
considerate .
Thus a wall of ice had gro\m up grs.dually bet'.'een mother
and son, a barrier across which they could hold
converse, but which, gave a wintry chill e^'en to the
sparkle of their lightest words.
It would seem, tl;.en, that the reason Salii never presented
the reader with pictures of happy, normal family life we.s
that he w^.s ^onable to do so, A great dea.l of his fictional
material wis, as his sister st-.tes on s- number of occasions,
d-rami from actual fact and. experience, but the commonplace
experience of the famAly group, which we tahe so much for
granted, was denied to him.. Ke was too wise a writer to
8.ttempt to invade a field vrith which he was so completely
unfamiliar.
In the face of this evidence of barren childhood and the
lad: of family portrayal, the ouestion naturally arises,
what was the nature of Sahi ' s adult life? Did he never o.ttempt
^Hector Hugh • Munro , The Qom'^lete ITovels and Plays of
Sahi (Viking Press, Hew York, 1955) P. 33.
cc
to esta,blish c/n^/ sort of normal family (^row-) of liis ovni?
Factual evidence can only partiall3^ ansirer this question.
It is Imovm, for instance, that Ilunro never luarried, iDut
whether he ever had any desire or o:rrj int-ention of marrying,
or even iras ever in love \je are not told. There is not the
raention of even so rnuch. as a feainino name in corjiiection '.rith
Sahi's in his sister's bioGraphy of him. 'Tliether he nade
a,n atteiapt to fuid a substitute for '.'ife and cliildren irill
be considered in subsequent paracra.phs
.
It is felt by a nunber of people '.rho Iniei; hin, as v/ell
as by the critics '.;ho drei-: their inferences fron his vrorhs,
that he never fully attained adulthood; that is to say, he
retained certain boyish characteristics as Ions as he
lived. "One effect of the Broad^ate ref;lme . " said his sister,
"".."as that he developed Ir-te -- he remained and loohed a boy
lon2 after he vras in his tvrenties . ""^"^ She f^arther states
that he had no intention of gro-finG up. This statement is
made on considerinG her brother at the aGo of eighteen, and
by itself niGht not be considered hiQhly sic^nifleant , but
it is borne out by another scene ^rhich Miss I-2unro depicts --
this one at a Keir Year's Eve party in I909 or 1910, -iThen SsAzl
was forty years old, or nearly so. "... meetinG ci party of
stranGS-^s, he insisted on seizin{^-ands and daricinG 'Here '.re
'Ethel LIunro, 02. cit. p. 24.
A
go round the niilbGrry bu3h' in C::fcr'd Gircuc. I-Ie could th-ro\r
himself into -.-hatever he -jb.z doin^ at the nonent as though
no other hind oi? li^re e.iisted; tills charaoteristic he certainly
mother's family '/hose vitality and younGness
Even this mifjht not he resarded as certain
inherited from nis
m12
vfere uncommon.
evidence of Sahi ' s lifelon3 hcyisliiicss , hut the e::istence of
further evidence bears out the contention. He "ifas forty-five
i-/l:ien he ioined the army, and vras immensely pleased irith the
association •.rith the youjiser men, enjoyins to the utmost the
op"nortunities it ^ave him for -ora-nlrs , hoaxes and c^.ames.-^^
One vrho \~n.Q\i him. only throu^li nis v/orlis , the critic
S. P. B. Ilais, still further bears out the contention, and
Mais is only one of m-!?Jiy "'.•.•ho have shared this feeling J
I-Iunro's ujiderstanding of children can only be explained
by the fcact that he ".;s.3 in ma,n,y ' '.fays a child himself:
his sketches betray a harshness, love for practical
johes, a erase for animals of the most exotic breeds
»
a lach ot^iello'.i geniality that hint very strongly at
the child in the man. Ilanhood has but solaced in his
hands a :)erfect sense of irony and -.rithJield all other
adult traits
.
l-Je Imovr, then, that 3a],:i remained a bachelor, and '..'"e may
reasonably assume that in many respects he never fully threvf
off his childhood. There remains the question, did he
sublimate in some "ay the desires one finds in the breast of
the average adult? It ifould seem that he did in at least
^^Ibid
.
, P. 71.
l^iDid.
, p. 85, 88
^%l>id., p. ??•
t
f
t
Hie intense love for animds be'^.an vrhen he irac a child.
Limited in his compo/nionships , much of his affection \io.3
iDestoT-red on a v?.risty of animals, but expGcially cats, cocks,
and hens vrere in abundance. Ke ^.ras heart-brohen over the loss
of a favorite Houdan coch, '.rhich mi;'*;ht have been saved by
a little extra attention from the aimts. This love for animals
of all types f^revr up 'Jith Sahi, and, if anythins, increased in
its intensitjr. At the a^e of thirty-four ire find him '.rritinio
to his sister: "I suppose it is impossible for her to realize
\fha,t the loss of that little
€.0^3 means... I keep dreaminr;
that he is fcLind, and then comes 'rakins di sa.ppointment . Of
course it's vrorse for vou because he '.fas alvrays '.:ith you."~-^
His love for animals, ho-.rever, v/as more than the ordinary
comT:>aniGnship to be fo^md commorJ.y bet:reen m.an and his
animals. Saki's love had an element of pride in it. During
the irar irhen he ".fas billeted in a to'ni a.fter three or four
restless, back-breakinG nic^hts, he shared his crust "irith a
dor;, then proudly irrote his sister:
At a villaGE 'fhere ire irere nuartered for a feu days
'
rest there '.ras a do.^^, in a farmyard, chained al'.-rays
to a kerjiel '.rithout any floor, and only sharp cobble-
stones to lie on. • I .^ave it a lot of stravr from, my
oirn bed alloir nee, much to the astonishment of the
l^ibid.
^
p. 60.
^^Ibid.. -0. 90.
•
This is onlv one of sevGrcl instances. On another occasion
he rescued a hitten from a hunan starapecLe and '.Trote home to
Ethel 'Tith eoual pride.
I'Jlien one considers that those are only a small indication
of his devotion to animals, uhen it is seen that he al'.'ays had
"oets about Trherever he \ient, even to the e:*tent of tra.vellins
v;ith a tir;er cub, it does not seen mireasonable to infer that
least seme of tlie love which normally/- irould ho.ve been
bestoired on his oim children ims niven to these 'oets.
He eve \rent so far as to dedicate The Chronicles of
Clevis "to the L}jm^ hitten, with, his relucte.ntly r.iven
consent...". In his stories ire see hiii|constantly associatinr^
a.ninals and children, often sivins then the sane nualities,
alvrays h-r^vin^ them on better terms v;ith each other than '.-rith
the adult irorld. In "Srec:ni Vashtar" not only are the Houdan
hen and the ferret Conradin's only playmates, but the latter
goes so far as to ansifer the boy's prayers for tlie destr^action
of their common enemy, !!rs. De Rop-o,
If '-re may surmise tha.t Sahi's norn.al love for the child-
ren iThich might have been his ovm. .•ras sublimated in his love
for anims.ls , then perhaps v:e may also infer that the .affection
he might have had for a -rife -.-ras instead given to his sister -
a conclusion -/hich is not necessarily as illogical or far
fetched as mi";ht at first seem. She 'fas his closest com-oanion
in childhood, and -J^robably "iras his closest female adult compan-
ion - or at least she desires herself to be so considered

seeinf^ thc^.t she mentions no other ifomen in his circle of
aGquG,intc?.nces , cis 'tc.s noted aoore.
There are a nunber of instcinces irhich indicc/ce thr.t tlieir
emotioncil relationship iras much closer than that usually found
bet\Teen an adult brother and sister. It may be noted here
that Ethel, o.lso, did not marry, althou:':;h the older brother
Charlie , '.rho \ras sent avray from BroadGC'-te Villa to school at
the a,Ge of eic^r_t, did eventually marry and have children.
Ethel and Hector, hovrever, continued to live tonethor or be
in close corros'Dondence for the rest of his life. His letters
to her are a^ain not the prosaic notes one usually '.frites to
a sister, but are filled -.rith the coun.tless "'.Thimsical det^.ils
'/rritten in an affectionate tone vrhich .are more comi'aonly fomid
in communications to a ^rife. One m.ay also note the coujitless
interests they shared, not only their love of animals, but
their common youthfulness , their s:est for life, and their
delirjit in .'^ames and practical johes. She seems to be in
complete S'/m'^athy uith most of his feelinss, and she under-'
stands those she cojinot share. She appears to have been a
perfect female com-^anion for him, since, bein^ a sister, she
did not make the emotiona.l a,nd physicral demands a irife vrould
have. He had freedom to 30 to Burma or Pola.nd or even to his
club as he chose, irhile at the same time she '.-ras alvrays availab]
when he /ranted to be i:ith her.
On many occasions, ho-.:ever, he m.ade it a point to mahe his
home with her. For a nLimber of years they lived together in

England, ''.'/hlle he was correspondent in Poland, he '.fent to
considerable trouble to bring her there for an extended visit.
On his last leave to London in I9I6 he had plans of having a
little farm in Siberia vrh.en the \rc.r '.fas over. Ethel auto-
matically considered herself a nember of this projected party.
This idea appealed to me -- I saij" myself bringing
up the rear \7ith all the things he would find on
arrival he ought to have brought and had not. It
would have been a reraarhable life , wild anima^ls
beyond the dreams of avs.rice, ^t our very doors,
and, before long, insi(3.e then.-^'
The above quotation is typical of Hiss Ilunro's attitude
tcrard her brother. 3/n attitude that vane; 'rom wife-lil:e
devotion to girlish adoration. The entire biography is
written ina,lmost girlish terms; her memories of him are apt
to be trivial, intimate details. Consider: "It (The Caf^
Royal) is haunted ground for m.e now and I never go there. ""'^
Eer final note, "In writing all I have cared to tell of
Hector's life,""^^ suggests subtly, yot somehow very strongly,
how close was the intimate, personal bond betvreen them.
In any case, ;Sa' .i * s :;iving companionship and affection to
his sister and to animals is in keeping with his apparently
immature emotional condition. For by avoiding the respon-
sibilities of vfife and family wh.ich usually go irith adulthood,
he is giving evidence which, today is considered symptomatic.
Ibid.
.
t:. 92.
l^Ibid.
,
-o. 71
•'•^Ibid
. .
^1. 102.
cc
in many cases, of emotional immaturity. F'arth.er evidence of
these personality traius vfill bo shovm later vrhen the stories
therjselves are discussed.
These comments must not be construed to indicate that
Salii v-7as possessed of no adult qualities. Throughout his vrorlz
there runs, as !-Iais has said, an adult irony and feeling; for
satire, and he has -an un-childlihe ability to differentiate
betvreen the basically unim;oorta/nt and Important values in
life. Kis very ability to lool: at the uorld "Tith child-like
clarity of vision 'fhile at the same time r:'0ssessin3 the
intelligence and sophistication of a superior adult f^ives his
stories and almost suDer-o.dult perspective. As Ilais states
it:
In "The Mappined Life" v/e "et for the first time
near to the secret of a genius who did not unloclr
his heart. Here at last, behind the child, the
buffoon, the satirist, the eclectic, the s.ristocrat,
the elec;ant man of the vrorld, we can trace the
features of one who discs-vered that the only ".ray to
make life bearable was to la^ur^h at it.^^
In examining the environment in \rhlch Hector Hush rjanro
lived as a child, and tracing certain of the influences which
were to be reflected later in his writing, it has been
necessary to exclude from the foregoing discussion various
facts about his life which for the sahe of clarity should be
included. As basis for comm.ents to come later this material
20S. P. 3. rials, Boohs and Their '.rriters (Hew Yorh: Dodd,
Mead a- Go, 1920). p. 328.
c
is of importance, so it will be inoludeci here as a brief
biograrihioal slietch.
Until about 1882 Hector continued to live at Broadgate
with his sister, amits , and gro/ndnother . His education at
this time 'fas irregular; a succession of governesses moved
in and out of the house since the personality of the aunts,
particularly Auf^usta, was such that it was a,ll to easy for
them to fa,ll into disfavor for one reason or another and be
dismissed. At times the children were left to find such
educational material as they miGht in thoir reading and the
local ;>:)olitical scene - in which both children were enthusi-
astically interested. Once in four years their father came
home from 3urma, and his visits are rem,embered as picnics of
six weeks duration.
By the time he vras twelve I-Iector, who had had. many ill-
nesses a,s a child, was considered well enough to go a-.ray to
school and was sent to Sxmouth, where his brother Charlie had
gone earlier. His sister reports that he was happy there
although on one occasion, at least, he was sent bach penniless
from a va,catlcn, his aunt Augusta being enra.ged by some minor
infraction of the rules. ITlien he iras fifteen he was sent to
Bedford G-rammar School for two years, at the end of which time
his formal education was considered at a/n end.
His father had now retired from the military police,
and wa,s returning to England too:: his children on a trip to
Normandy. This was follov/ed l>j a second trip to G-ermsjiy, and
^3
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eventually to Sifitsei'lancl, the duration of their .iourneyins
being nearly t'.;o years. The purpose of the travels 'Jas to
have been educational, but a ma,1or part of the children's time
seems to have been spent in sports, p,ames of one sort or
o.nother, and prolonged explorations of old toims and c^vStles,
the latter expecially at the instigation of Plector. Then the
family returned to England, irhere the father tooh a country
home. At this time Charlie left for the BurmaiiPolice , but
Hector's time was spent "roaming the countryside" and studying
ujider his father's direction, the '.finters seeing them all
returned to Davos for sports, painting, and theatrica,ls
•
In Jujie, 1893, Hector left for a -nost in the 3iJ.rma Police,
where he stayed thirteen months, contrs.cting seven fevers in
the time. His letters in this -oeriod show his delight in the
wild life ssiid. wild animals, and his vrhimsical enjoyment of the
hums.n vs.garies there, but there is a.l^rays the Linderlying
longing for English life a,nd -people, and it m.ust have been a
relief for him to return the following summer. He had had an
expecially severe attack of malaria, and was forced to spend
the remainder of I89A recuperating.
In 1896 he left for London to earn his living in journalisr
His T-rriting at this time took the form of political satires
called "Alice in Vfestminster" irhich were "nublished later in
booh form as The Vfestminster Alice. All the characters in
these sketches are public figures of the time, many of them
being Cabinet Ilinisters, who are portrayed as the various
r[
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animals and other creatures found in Alice in Wonderland .
In 1902, he published more political satires under the title
of the Not So Stories «
Munro had long been fascinated by nussia and had spent
many hours of his time delving into matters xiussian on his
trips to the Continent. This research finally crystallized
into The Rise of the Russian Empire , a serious study of
Russian history up to the time of Peter the G-reat. Ethel
Munro ouotes the Bookman as saying he had provided " ' an
21
historical outline of no little value,'" but Munro himself
seems to prefer the comment of the family coachman who had
borrowed the book and returned it to Hector with the comment,
"I've read your book, sir, and I must say I shouldn't care to
22
have written it myself."
In 1902, Munro was sent to the Balkans as foreign corres
pendent for the Morning; Post . It was a troubled part of tne
world at the time and he seems to have enjoyed the excite-
ment of bombing and "incidents" as much as he did investi-
gating out-of-the-way villages, old coins, and medieval
history. He remained here for two years, moving, in 1904,
to Warsaw where he continued his work for tne Morning; Post .
During 1904 he had been writing the Reginald sketches
for the Westminster G-azette . and they were collected and
21 Ethel Munro, Biography of 5aki, p. 51
22 Ibid., p. 52
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published as a iDOok that year. 3y fall of that year he had
settled in St. Petersburp;, v/here his sister joined him, and
they S'-^ent the next t'^ro years there tor^ether. Ke moved on to
Paris, Ethel returninG to England, in 1906, and Hector, himself
returninG hurriedly in the spring of 1907 to ho vrith his
dyinG father. Ke ancl^thel the;i vrent to I'Torrnandy for the
summer, then to Pa.ris, ?.nd in 1908 he returned to EiiGls'-nd and
purchased a house in Surrey, This '.ras to remain his head-
quarters .
He had continued to v:rite Rei^jjm.ld sketches, for the
various newspapers , v;hich -.rere published as a volume
,
Reginald
in Rij-ss ia. in 1910. Reginald's successor iras Glovis SanGra,il
and he first appeared in the Chronicles of giovis. ^.fhich ivas
published in 1912, as w'as Ilmiro's first novel, The Unbearable
BassinGtcn . His second novel, Tnen '.fiHiam G ame
.
ap-:)eared
the ne::t yee.r, and was followed in 191^t by .Beasts and Suner-
Beasts, another collection of r/.:ort stories.
Early in 191^1- he -ras aGai:i writinG "oolitical notes under
the title of Po uted Parliam.ont . which reflect his tremendous
fear that EnGland miGht be cau.TVit unprepo.red for the war
irhich Sahi felt to be inevitable. It was with a sense of reliel
that he accepted the fina-1 declaration of war, and he immediatel(r
enlisted in the inf.antry despite the fact thr.t he was forty-
three years old. He strcnGly desired to have a firsthand "oart
in the battle action, p.nd on this basis refused the offer of a
softer post, end. twice turned dovm profferred commissions.

.1
So-ying tiiat he had not yet served long enough as a' soldier t
be c-pable of understo.ndihg the soldier's proolims. He felt
tills a prime re^.uj site'- for officers. In late 1915 j he v^as
sent to rranc;-5 for active service, dis sisoer saw aim only
once aft-?r tsAs time, on a brief leave to London.
In October- I9I0 , he was stricken \vitn a recurrence of
malaria and was hospitalized, but laft nis bed oefore he had
entirely recovered on hearing that important acoion v/as at
hand. He was i-iilled ori tae thirteenth of :vov8moer, I9I6
,
He chose his name 3aki from the dup -bearer in the
Rubaiyat
.
Zon rising Moon tnat looks for us again -
How oft here^.fter will she wax and wane;
How oft here-. fter rising look for us
Tnrough tnis same 3-arden - and for one in vain I
rind when like her, oh Saki, you shall pass
Among the G-u-'sts Star-scatter ' s on the 3-rass
And in your joyous errand reach the spot
Vv'here I make One - turn :.own an empty G-lass! 23
23 Stephens, 3eck, and Snow, Victorian and Later tj:np;lish
Poets ( American Book Company, New Zork, 1937), p. 911
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II. His V7riting, Other than the Short Stor7f
1. liistory
!iUnro i-rrote one historical study. The Rise of the
Russia.n Empire
,
published in I9OO, trc.oins Russic?.n history
from the beginninr.s to the tine of Peter the G-roat. The booh
is little lzao\m s,s seeras to be the case '.rith Sahi ' s refutation
as an historio.n. This vrorh need not delay us further, since
it does not enter into the consideration of Sahi as a fiction
writer.
2. Politics.l vrritin^'S
There v'ere a number of satires, written over a
period of years for various neirspapers . Those written for the
Westininster G-azotte were published, at about the turn of the
century, under the title of The 'Jestminster Alice . The stories
and illustrations were patterned after Alice in Vfonderland
,
all the charact'ers be in,';; public men, mainly the cabinet
ministers who were depicted 0.3 animals. In 1902, there followed
Not So Stories, also a collection of political satires. These
sketches are extremely clever occasional pieces, but their
meaning is lost upon the present-day reader who does not loiow
their S/.v;7iificance . In 1914, there were also the political
sketches. Potted Far1ir.ment . a series of commentaries written
foi" Outlook . Throughout all these writings the point of view
is ultra-conservative Tory the old Imperialist attitude of
the landed gentry who were happy with the status quo .
3 . Flays
cc
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3 . Plays
Saki v'r*otG three plays, The Dea tli -•Trar? . Karl -
Ludv7l,^ ' s T/indoif . and The hatched Pot , none of ''/rhich, as far
as '.•:e Iniow, has never been produced -professionally. The first
two are one-act, one-scene sketches, very short, extremely
romantic, •rritten in the G-othic nood and settinG. The Vfatched
Pot is a full-len-'^th, three act play, ho.ving a contemporary
English country setting and the house party atmosphere.
are
1^/hereas the first tv/o melodramatic tra^gedies, the latter may
be classed as a dro/.ring-roon comedy.
To treat the t-:o short plays in any detail 'fould be
an unlrindness to SaJ:i, yet they represent s. certain element
in his nature that must be considered -as a riart of the vrhole.
The Death TraT) is set, supposedly, in a Balkan country "in
the "oresent". It is the picture of the last m.omxents of a
prince '"ho expects to be murdered by an opposing faction,
but who -ooisons his assasins and himself uiDon learning tha,t he
is incurably ill and will die in six cays. It is lonbelievably
bad. A ten-act play could not survive such a final scene irith
such histrionics without bringing titters and catcalls from
the hou^e. The assassins veritably lick their chops at the
prospect of this juicy m^arder. The prince is calm and wistful
in most noble fashion. The Last Loyal Friend, a doctor, is
so overcom^e by it all that he "wrings his (the •orince's) hcjid
a.nd rushes from the room with his face hidden in his arm.""^
iHector-Hugh I-Iuni-'o, The ilovels and Plays of Saki
. DV 353.

Kg-rl-Ludwl.": ' s ¥lnd.ovr is of the same order", beinG the
story of a joun^ count .7ho coraDits suicide to save his honor,
anid all the above-mentioned G-othic trappings, and -.rith similar
nohle speeches and actions.
There is, of course, the distinct iTOSsibility that these
two playlets '/rere intended to be funny, but at best it is
a heavy-handed sort of humor, the tyi^e one mi^ht expect in a
high school parody, '.'e Iniovr that Sahi i-td.s engaged in amateujr
theatrical productions in his late teens and early twenties,
during the winters in Switzerland, and it may be that these
worhs are from this period. If this is the case, however, it
seems strange that they were included in the anthology, alon'~;
with much more nature worhs , without any co"."iiment or explanation
Ko-.rever, in spite of zlie fact that these two plays hp.ve
less than no value as literature, they have many characteristic
which are typical of the man who wrote them. Both show Saki's
interest in things medieval, for in spite of his statement that
the plp.ys a,re set in the present day, the vrhole atmosphere,
not to speak of the fiornishings , is thct wPich we usually
associate with old castles and feudal times. It would seem
tha,t the author, who loved the pageantry and elegance which
is romantice.lly associa^ted with old nobility, old legends,
and times long ps,st, was reveling his taste in these vividly
colored - if ridiculously over-dram.atized - pictures of make-
believe people in their make-believe vrorld.
A.part from these traits, however, the plays show one

characteristic of Sakl (Jilch. appears in many of his better
vfritings and which may be deserving of nore serious a/ttention.
This is his apparently nonchalant attitude tiroard death. This
same callous regard for, or disregard for, death is to be
foijind in a, considerable number of the short stories. In
"Esme" a s.Ypsy child is eaten by a hyena i/ith no more fuss
than is commonly a,ssociated the loss of a paper naphin. Sahi,
in the person of the -roman who tells uhe story, is entirely
casual about it. In the -^-tory "Laura", vj"hich concerns
itself with that individual's reincarnation, Laura says, "I
have the doctor's permission to live till Tuesday," and
she liters.lly means it. The entire aocoujit of Laurel's deo/oh
is as follows: "As a matter of fact Laura died on I-Ionday."-^
In "The Feast of riemesis" Glovis sa.ys of vJaldo Plubley,
"Waldo is one of those people \t]^o would be enormously improved
by death. "'''^' However disagreeable vfaldo mo.y have been, it must
be recognized that this is an indiffe\ent v:ay of looking at
death. Further discussion of this phase of 3ahi ' s attitudes
will be fo'und in the section concerning bhe short stories
themselves
.
It wa:: in collaboration with a I-Ir. Charles !-:audo that Sal:
wrote The vfatched Pot . I.unro had originally written it by
^loc
,
cit
. , p. 267
^ Ibid
. . p. 359
' 1 Old
. , p. j3o

himself, but it was found ^oiisuitable for the st"-;e, and Ilaude's
job vms to shorten it, '^dve it more action, and tend to other
teohnical details. Des-oite the fact that many of his stories
consist mainly of dialo^j.e , Sahi's style was essentially t-hat
of a novelist. Ilaude's biG^est job was in convincinG Munro
that some of the bons mots sho^ild be sacrificed to s^ve the
play dramatic unity and tightness.
The result of this collaboration is not what ca-n be
considered a first-class "olay, "et it is intorestinfj when
considered in relation to his better and more typical wor': -
his short stories. The '.fctched Pot is 'Dla^ced in that most
fa^milar of Sahi settings, a house party r_v-th.erin3 at a lar^e
country estate. The characters, lihe alm.ost p.ll he created,
belong to tha.t class of society which tahes adeouate wea-lth
and lolentiful leisure for granted. They are people interested
in horse-racing, bridge, and local "oolitic s# I'Tone of them
worhs for a living - it is a rarity to find a Sahi character
who does - and they midoubtedly represent a type of thought a.nd
way of life '.rhich is largely extinct today. It woulo. obviously
seem to be the societ;/" with which the author is most familar,
for the reader will find the presence of par^e boys and under-
butlers in the scene as natural and believa/ole as though they
were tables and chairs or other similarly useful a.rticles of
furniture. It is one of Sahi's strong and characteristic
qualities tha.t he is able to present his scenes and persona.litie
so that vre never question the validity of the picture, even

though -..-ere '.re to consider them lo:jioally^ they v;ould seem
anything from merely •'OiirealiGtlc to doTair1 slit fantastic. It
is this ability wliich enables him to deal v/ith the exotic
and im'crobable so convincingly and casually.
Kis characterizations are similarly believable, althous^n.
they are of ''.en incredible portraits \rhen compared vrith the
inhabitants of tliis earth as ire Imovr them. Hovrever, they
are the only sort of 'oeo-ole \tho would be at home in the world
Saki creates, and they are certainly the only sort of peo-ole
who could be ca^pable of carrying out his stories and speahing
his dialogue. As J. G. Spender exi^resses it, "His ;oeople have
to fit his plots. They are consistent not with life, but with
1.4themselves anc; the queer world of his conce'otion . .
.
The T^lot of The vJatched Pot is more sane than that of many
of his short stories, but it is still obviously a member of the
same family. Trevor 3av^/el is the amiable- if not brilliant
ycunr; man aroijind whom the -olot, revolves, since four young women
are all determined to marry him. Kis mother, Hortensia Bawel,
is in command of all the family finances and the family estate,
Briony lianor, •'ontil the time that Trevor m.arries, by express
direction of the late Ilr. Bs.vvel. '.Taen Trevor finds a wife,
Hortensia loses all her authority, a thing unanimously desired
by the whole countryside beca,use Hortensia is a typical 3ahi
Hector -Hugh I-.unro , The Hovels and Flays of 3ahi , .p. 345
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"aunt" type character — an unpleasa.nt, domineering person vrho,
a,t the opening of the play, has nearly wrecked the political
party she supports by her dictatorial hi;Sh-handedness v/ith the
local citizem-'y.
Angling for the hand of the largely-indiffei-'ent Trevor are
Agatha Cliff oi'-d, his cousin, Glare Heness.y, Sybil Bomont , and
a Mrs. Peter Vulpy, who, as the curtain rises, is awaiting
the much-desired news tha/t Ilr. Vulioy has at last coine up to
the expectations of his -ohysicians and passed on, in Johannes-
burg. Revolving around this nucleus are neighbors and relative
all of v/hon sta.nd to gain by the dethronement of Kortensia.
In addition, the servants have established a sweepsta]:e
whose outcome also depep.ds on the m.o.rriage. Lots have been
dra,T-ni with the names of the four female contestants. ITo one
has dra-.-m lots on Kortensia,.
liortensia, vrho naturally enough looks with disfavor on
any thought of her son's marrio-ge
,
keeps Trevor and everyone
else in the play so busy in activities of her choosing that
none of the women has any chs/nce to make headway. For one
evening, "V\o\,>ever, Hcrtensia is to be e.way dedicating a free
librar.y, and a party is plarjied with the hope that the general
air of light-heartedness and intimacy will induce Trevor to
propose to one of the vfomen in cue st ion. As might be expected
Hortensia arrives home early and is in such a rage that the
next morning finds all the houseguests prepa.ring to make d.
rapid departure
.

As can be imagined, there is a niinimum of action in the
play, and an overabundance of brilliant dialogue. Spender's
entire supination of the plot is: "a household of vronen...
all... tryinf; to msirry 8. placid youn^ nejn irlth a 3orGcn of a
mother, and all continually confessing; to each other, e^Sl^S
ee.ch other on:
,
scratching each other, or impudently malicnins
each other.' Ke then Goes on to spend nearly two pa^es, in a
four pa.^e introduction, on a dissertation on style, ccnparing
Sa^-i to Wilde, a parallel which has struch a numbez-^ of critics
Edvrard Davison, for instance has said, "B^it the best part of.
Sahi is his dialogue. Here he matches the best in Oscar Wilde
comedies. Ke is a,t once urbane, ridiculous, cynical, spiteful
brilliantly superficial, epiGrammatic
,
and sparhling. "'^
ICothinG can illustrate these :~ualitiGs better than
o_uotation from The Watched Pot itself. The very brilliance
of the lines, ire feel, justifies the length of the selection.
So much is this dialof_r'.ie inserted in the play for its oirsi sslie
that there need be no explanation of the situation.
Ren^ . I've lost my mother
Ludovic. ( vrheelin^; around in chair ) Do I understand you
to mes/n that you mother is d.ead?
Ren^ ( "^vlio has carefully settled himself in an armchair )
Oh
,
nothing so hac3nieyed. I don't thinli m.y mother will
ever die as long as she can s^t credit . She was a
"v'lThortleford, you Irnov/, and the V/hortlefords never waste
anything. No, she's simpl.y disappeared and I was wired
for. It vras most inconvenient.
^LP£.' Sit. , p. 341
Edward Davison, Saturday Review of Literature
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Lud . But can't she be foijind?
Reiii . The butler says she cci2i't. PerGon3.11y I haven't
tried. Only ,got dovni late last ni.^ht . And I've had to
cone a'.f2.y vflth simply nothing to v^ear. I've been in
Tovm for the last thj?ee days having some clothes made,
and I vfas to have h:d two ne*: lounge suits tried on
this morninG Tor t'.ie first tine. Naturally I'm a bit
upset
.
Lud . But your mother's disappearr.nce -- aren't you doing
anything?
Ren6, Oh, everything that could be done at short
notice. !fe 've notified the police and the family solic-
itors and consulted a crystal gazer, a,nd './e've told
the d.lG.rj to send half a pint less milh every day till
further notice. I can't think of anything else to do.
It's the first time I've lost a mother, you Imo-.f,
Lud . Bud do -you mean to ss.y there's 3/osolutely no trace
of her? '/rny, I sav her in church only last Sunday.
Reii6 , I expect they've looked for her there; the butler
says they've searched every.-rhere . The servants have
been awfully hind and helpful about it. They say they
must put their trust in Christian Science, -and go on
drawing their wages as if nothing ho.d ha,ppenGd. That's
all very well, but no amount of Christian Science will
help me be fitted on when I'm here and my clothes are
in Sa.ckville Street, will it?
JVid , I thinly you might shov/ a little natural air:iety
and emotion.
Ren^ . 3at I am showing emotion in a hundred little ways
if you'd only notice them. To begin with, I'm. walking
about practically no,ked. This suit I've got on was
paid for last month, so you may judge hovr old it is..,-
In looking through 'Jilde, one seldom finds such extended
brilliant passages, but rather occa,sional single opigramatic
speeches such as the following utterances of Dumby in Lady
¥indermere ' s Fan : "The youth of the present day are cuite
monstrous. They have absolutely no respect for d.jec. hair,"
or "'3-ood heavens I ho:.' marriage ruins a man I It's as demora,l-
izin/ s ciga.reuL-es ?.no. lar more exr,e:i3ive
.
I(0 From these
702. cit., p. 383
Sllatthews and Lieder, The Chief British Dram.atists
(Boston; Houghton Mifflin Co, 1924), p. 694-^695.

passa^eB, vrhich v/ere chosen in all faimocs to both authors,
it can be seen th:.vt, 3al:i was at least a match for !filde in
repartee, althougl" The .fatched Fot as a v;hole does have the
dramatic technique and unity of Vfilde's plays.
¥e see, then, that I-Iimro as a dramatist is not of major
importance. Kovrever, such a, brief study of these plar/s servos
to i^oint up a number of char-icteristic literary and personality
traits '.rhich appear in his more inporte,nt 'rorhs : his use of
the middle -a^ed, domineering feraale character and the charminglj
selfish, 'Titty youn^ parasite, his love of the melQC-ramatic and
the G-othic , his aristocratic settings, and particule.rly the
\TB.j in vrhich he creates a believable liters.ry 'iforld of his oim.
4. Hovels
iranro v-rrote t'fo novels, The Unbearable Bass in""ton ,
published in 1912, and iJlien ".iilliam Came , published in 1915.
7/hereas for many authors the novel is the point to-.-ard vrhich
their 'Torh evolves and vrhich represents the fruition of their
earlier efforts, with Scahi this literary form is not the one
for which he is best iaiovni, nor, I feel, is it the tyoe of
vfritinG which he does his most ca"!Dable worh, iTevertheless
,
both these novels are worth attention, although'-for different
reasons, the former because it Gives him the necessary latitude
to display his ability in handlin-;^ a more sustained form of
expression, the latter because it is such sincere statement
of the o.uthor's fear for o/nd -oride in Ensland,
The Unbearable 3a3sin:";ton is a short novel, rup-iiin^ to

only about 150 -or.^es. It is the story of Gonus, the only son
of the -•rido'.'-ed Francesca Bassin-^.ton, AlthouGl''., like the
majority of Saki's characters, they are ::ien]bers of the leisure
class, their f^ancls are lirnited enou^'h that they must Give
thought to the problem of maintaining the gentle .ray of life
i-rl ich both feel is their due. The mother is particularly
concerned v'ith the maintena.nce of her comfortable house '.rhich
she has filled with art treasures, especially one painting,
"the great Van der Ileulen, l.hat had come from her father's
home as part of her vredding dovrry. It fitted exactly into the
central vrall panel above the narrovr buhl cabinet, and filled
exa,ctly its right space in the ccm-'-osi tion of the room...
Francesca could not imagine the dr?/.Ting-room '.rithout the
crov/ning comiolement of the stately vrell-hung picture, just as
she oould not imagine herself in any other setting that tliis
house in Blue Street with its crovrded Pc?n.theon of cherished
househoId go d s . "
^
The son Commas is handsome and can be charm.ing, and
Francesca, sees in him the means by which a ccntin^j.ing life of
comfort ca.n be assured for both of them through a, marria.ge
well chosen from the financial "c-oint of vievr. From the t:'.me
he is in school she tries to direct his interests towa.rd this
end, but a.lw.ays without success. He never develops any af-
fection for the. girls of his mother's choice, and he is too
Sector Hugh I'miro, The Unbearable 3as sington » p. 13
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self-willed and irne spoons ible to feign an interest he does not
feel even though he would benefit Drron it as -.:ell as his mother
It seems at last, hoorever, that Francesca's schemes are to be
realized since Comus becomes genuine l.y attached to Elaine de
Frey, who is both attractive o.nd, as Gomus says, "alm.ost
indecently rich."~^ She likes him, and the suggestion is
given th:it she would be willing to marry him, but he throws
away his cho.nce. As Baring summarizes it:
He cannot, not even, or rather expecia^llj^r when every-
thlngis at stake and in his favour, bring himself
to be considerate even for 3. moment... He ta.kes av/ay
from a doubt f^il and hesitating girl at a critica,l
moment and before her eyes her silver butter dish --
half a,s 3. joke, but under protest, at a time when she
is not inclined to see a joke, and that joke less than
any. kTien she is still sore, ruffled, hesitating and
dubious, he borrows a ridiculously small sum of money
from her at the crucio.l moment, and by so doing wounds
her pride morts.lly, 'besides alarming her sense of
caution', so th'ot- Elaine de Frey marries out of pioue
the rising, shovry, but really unscitisfactory and shallow
politician Gourtenay Youghal, whom she does not love,
and Saki ma"':es it clear to us th^t she ha.3 made an
irretrievable mistake
As a, la-.t resort Francesc<a manages to get him appointed
to a government post in West Africa, where, within a short
time, he dies of fever. The final ironic touch c cm.es when
Francesca is told that her trea,sured Van der Ileulen, for which
she has sacrificed the life of her son and, as a result, her
own happiness, is only a copy.
lOpoid.
,
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The basic structure of this plot cler.rly is ouito simple.
Its main purpose is to serve as a foundation for the characters,
and as a vehicle for the v/it tic isms of the characters and
for the penetrating, ironic, and often amusing observations
of tl:e author. Although the plot itself has more possibilities
then vrei'e reali2:ed by the o.uthor, h'.s brillio.nt ability to
ho.ndle '/ords and to dei^lct vivid characters, oven t/ough they
be types, in the fewest possible phrases is enough to make the
booh interesting s.nd stimulating reading.
Although the book has all the favorable q_ua,lities noted
abo'/e , the fact remains that it is net vrhat can be considered
an entirely successful novel. Kis sister tells us that the
Press, at the time the book was published, pronounced it "witt.y"
and "clever to distraction". It will be noted, however, that
none of them G.re reported as ha-ving caJ-led it great. Perhaps
the nature of the author's note on the flyles.f can give a
hint of the novel's wealmess. Saki says, "This story has no
moral. If it i^oints out an evil at any rate it suggests no
remedy. "*• Obviously we do not want a book to be moralistic,
in the conventional sense, but great literature must reflect
some sort of moral convictions. This most often talces the
form of the author's "feeling with" or symps.thizin.g with some
cho.racter or grou'o of charo.cters in his cast. They may not be
the ones whom society condones; they mo,y be outlaws, or mentally
Hector Hugh !-Iunro, The Unbearable Bassington t P»2
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defficient 11' :e Lenny in Of Ilice "nd Men. nevertheless they
'fill be the ones vjith vrhom the reader establishes an emotion3.1
bond, since the author hr'.d such a bond in his creating. It
is this emotional s.ppeal '''hich sells many poorly-written books,
Sal'i, on the other hs-nd, "•:riteo irell, as can be seen from the
follov/inp; ciuotation fron The Unbearable 3assinr;ton:
In her (Francesca ' s) brother Henry, \rho se/t eatinG small
cress sa/ndvrishes as solemnly as though they had
been ords.ined in some immemorial Bool: of Observances,
fate had been midisguisedly hind to her. Kemight
so easily have married some prett^r helpless little
vrona,n, and lived at I'Tottins Hill G-ate, and been the
father of a long string of pale, clever, useless
children, xfho v:ould have had birthc.ays and the sort
of- illnesses that one is expected to send grapes
to, and v:ho vrould have painted fs.tuous objects in
a South Kensington maimer as Chris tm.as offerings
to an aunt v-rhose cubic space for lumber v.-as limited.
Instead of committing these ^anbrotherly actions,
which are so frequent in family life that they might
almost be called brotherly, Henry hs^d married a
vroman who h3.d both money and a sense cf repose, and
their one child had the brilliant virtue ol' never
saying anything which even its parents could consider
vrorth repeating. Then he had gone into Parliament,
possibly vrith the idea of ma,l:ing his home life seem
less dull; at any rate it redeemed his career from
insignificance, or no man whose death can "produce
the item 'another by-election' on the news posters
CDZi be wholly a nonentity. Henry, in short, who
might have been an embarrasssment and a. handle a.p, had
chosen rather to be a friend and co^onsellor , at
times even an emergency banh balance; Francesca
on her part, with the partiality which a clever and
laz- ly-inclined woman often feels for a reliable
fool, not only sought his counsel but frequently
followed itj( vrnen convenient, moreover, she repaid
his loans.
Here, then, is Ssiii at his sophisticated best, at
work building, and at once dissecting, his characters. The
^^Ibid.
,
-0. 14.
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reader cs.n but be oharmed at his urbanity. This is 3oJ:i's
strongest point, but it is also his wealiost since the very
nature of such char'^.cterization forces the author to remain
at a- superficial levdl. There can be no real feeling in
such -.Tritins; his aloofness ensures that from the first
paragraph.
ICLille So.hi can f llov: a character's rationa,lization ".rith
great insight, e.s is the case with Francesca above, he never
allo'-rs himself to rationalize along '.rith the character in his
heart, but rather is amused by him, e.t best regards him
obiectively. llunro had no patience -.rith a bore, and handles
such characters especially -:ell, but there is not enough change
in a-ttitude evidenced to'.jard the more deserving characters to
give the reader anyone to ca/re about in the cast. The reader
must tahe the same vie'.f of the chara.c iers that Sahi does.
One is sorry that Gomus must die, but -at the same time Comus
is not deserving of genuine pity. Ke has botched every
opport^unity that hG.s come his v.-ay. Such s.lso is the case with
Francesca. The only person in the book who draws one's sympath
is the girl Elaine de Frey, and even she has brought trouble
about her ovrn head by deliberately i'.iarrying -a person whom she
does not love.
There are several clues to this aloofness on Sahi's part.
It may be that his lach of feeling is related tc the laoh of
sympathy extended to him by the aunts in his childiiood. It
will be remembered that the children were forced to hide any
C I
evidence of enotion in the -Dresence of Aunt Augusta. It may
be that his inability or refusal to throvr off his boyishness,
to face the adult 'forld denied him the ability to realize
tragedy. His defense a.;;ain:-t society vra-s to be amused. He
chose his pseudonym Tfell — Sa'.'i, the cupbearer — he '.'as then
forced t" live up to it.
This lach of vfarmth and humaneness is -not a handicap in
Ilunro ' s short stories, the very form of irhich. does not reopiire
more depth tha'n was illustrated above to be exceodinGly
effective. Ho'.rever, the novel is another literary form and
another matter, 'fe are conscious of the fact that something
is missing eve'n though we may not be able to find the exact
cause of our dissa-tisfaction. One critic relates his reactions
very defi'nitely to the matter of miorality. " The Unbearable
Ba.ssin^-yton . . » seems throughout half to suGfjest some difference
bet'.ree'n ri lit and v:ron:; in things which the author has for-
,,l4
.gotten, but which is, none the less, vital and devastating.
There is, however, one strikingly different char)ter nee-r
the end of the novel when Gomus has been "exiled to Africa."
Through .this bea,utifully written cha'pter '.rith its lush
descriptions of the A.frican gro'.vth and wildness all a.bout
runs a strai'n of pity. Aside from Sahi ' s political 'rriting it
is one of the few passages in his entire works wliere he croios
""Alexander Forterfield, London Ilercury
.
XII (August, 1925,
p. 385.
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the mask. The selection which follows finds Comus alone,
save for the natives, by a rushing, tropic river. ?Ie leafs
through a paper-covered roma,nce until he finds the pages of
advertisement
:
...and these the exile scamied with a h^angry
intentness that the romance itself could never have
commo.nded. The name of a shop, of a street, the ad-
dress of 8. restaurant, came to him as a bitter reminder
of the world he had lost, a v;orld that ate and dranh
and flirted, gambled and made merry, a world that de-
bated and intrigued and wire-pulled, fought or compro-
mised p'olitica.1 battles and reched nothing of its
outcasts V7s.ndering through forest paths and steamy
swamps or lying in the grip of fever. Comus read and
re-read those few lines of advertisement, just as
he treasured a much-crumpled progre/mme of a first-night
performa,nce at the otro.w Exchange Theatre; they seemed
to mahe a little more real the past that v.-as al-
ready so shadowy and so utterly rer.iote. For a moment
he could almost capture the sensation of being once
again in those haunts that he loved; then he loohed
round and pusheo. the book we3.rily from him. The
steamingheat, the forest, the rushing river hemmed
him in on all sides.
... Gomus 3assington, the boy who went away. He had
loved himself very well and never troubled greatly
whether any one alse really lovedhim, and now he
realized what he had made of his life. And at the
same time he Imow th-at if his chance vrere to come
s.gain he would throw it away just as surely, just
as peversely.
. . . And in his Linutterable loneliness he bowed his
head on his arms, that he might not seg the joyous
scrambling frolic on yonder hillside. -^^
Here is honest introspection, a realization of Comus 's self
pity, but instead of scorning, the 3.uthor commiserates with
him. Ago. In this may be a reflection of I-Mnro ' s o'.m background.
^^Ot). cit., ID. 135-137.
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This chapter may have been written in Saki's mind at the time
Ethel LIunro vras receiving cheerful, whi!!lsic^.l letters from
Burma. As Baring says, "3assinr;tcn . . , is wh-.t Salci might
16have become and m"steriousl7 didn't"
'fnen '.fllliam Came, which is SDoken of as Munro's second
novel, actually does not deserve the title of novel at all.
Its mrpose is entirely that of iiropaganda , As Alexander
Porterfield sc.ys
,
"(it) is not a novel at all -- it is a
17
collection of discussions." As is usually the case, its
value even as proi^agands. is transient.
Goming only a few months before the outbreal-: of the
first '.-forld 'far, the book reflects the author's feo.rs that
England would be caught Liniorepared and would be ccnouered
by the G-ermans.
Murrey Yeovil, on returning to England after an extended
hunting trip in Siberia, during vrhich time he was out of contact
with world events, finds that England has been crnquered and
has been incorporated into the Prussian Empire. He is dis-
gusted and shocked to find that his ;:?ife Cicely and her circle
of friends are enjoying a busy social life — going all out
to support a peer's daughter who has taken up the dance
as though th^ational disgrace had never occurred. Beyond
this, and even more profoundly sacrilegious, is the fact that
-Sector Hugh I-Imro. ITovels and Flays of Saki, P.3
•^'^Alexander Poterfield, od. cit.. p. 385
1

members of the conquering nation, if they are at the proper
level of society, are beins accepted and even sought after
for social f^anctions.
Once the setting is laid there is very little further
action and a (^reo,t deal of conversation which frecuently
approaches the level of political debate. Murrey va-^uely
considers and discards various plans for ousting the invaders
but in the end realizes that he himself ha.s not the strength
of conviction necessary to transforrii any of his ideas into
activity. The one hopeful touch, from the point of vie-'j of
the future of Ensland, is siven at the very end. Murrey
Yeovil, vfbo represents the adult generation, has allo'.'ed
himself to slip back into unsatisfied resignation, realizing
that he prefers the peace that cories v/ith inertia to the
I
confusion and ijincertainty which would result from Q.ny attempt
to cha-nge conditions. However, it is the boy scouts,
representing the youth of England, who finally mahe a move
tovrard resistance by refusing to ap-^ear for a dress parade to
be reviewed by the high officials of the occupational forces.
And in the pleasant -May sunshine the Sagle standard
floated and flapped, the black a.nd yellow pennants
shifted restlessly. Emperor and Princes, General and
guards, sat stiffly in their saddles, a,nd waited.
And waited. .
.
0^-. cit 290
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The characters, except for the ujihappy Murrey Yeovil,
are tj-lcal Salri creations . There are several middle-a^ed
women vrlth the familiar sharp tongue and catty disposition,
there is an a.ttro.ctive young nan vrho lives on his friends'
income, s.nd there is another, Percival Plarsey, "perha.ps forty
one years of as©, '•^''i^o looked sli3htly older from his palpable
attempts to looli very much younger... He wg.s pattering forth
a detailed description of all the upholstery and fittings of
his new music room. 'All the han^in^s , violette de Parme
.
all the furniture, rosewood. The only ornament in the room
is a replica of the I-Iozart statue in Vienna. Nothing but
I'lozart is to be played in the room. Absolutely nothing
but Mozart. '""^^
As must be obvious from the above, in spite of the fact
that the book is a treatise, the author's m-ocking style, wliich
can make even pass^ propaganda v;orth the effort of reading,
still gives many scenes the sophisticated charm w' ich is his
trademark. Actually the book consists of scenes like the
above interposed with contrasting scenes which are not dramati(
dialog-ae at all, but artificial discussions by Murrey and
various wayfarers concerning the •ohilosophy, psychology, and
the sociological and historical imnlications of what is
Imown as fait accompli.
^9Ibid
. ,
p. 233.
J
The tremendous er.mestriGSs and sincerity of the author
are very apparent throughout. Undoubtedly, as a journalist
who uas spending much of his time on the continent, Ilunro v:as
in a position to realise the inevitability of vrar. Ke savj-
his beloved native country in danger, and toolt the best means
at his command to .^ive vrarriing.
Ilais , in v.'ritins shortly after the ':ra,i' , felt that the
book '.Tas a m.asnificent tour de :"'orce
.
and deserved lastinis
f8.me as propa^sanda. "If anything could have aroused England
to the menace of Prussian militarism, in those da.ys before the
war, this bitingly ironic fantasy should have succeeded,'
Hovrever true this may have been at the time, a booh
which is rit-ten to influence i^ublic" opinion in a time of
crisis, ^onless it is tied to seme all-embracing human truth,
must of necessity fade into obscurity.
p. 3. Mais, 3oo?^3 and Their Tfriters (l^eif Yorli
Dodd, Meade ^: Co, 1920), p. 322.
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Ill, The Short Story
We have seen that Saki v/rote both plays and novels as vfell
as various non-fiction vrorks, and have tried to evaluate his
achievement v;ith the aim in viev; of comparing these lossor-knoim
works with the vrriting which made up the bulk of hJ.s output,
that is, his short stories. V/hen he is mentioned it is invari-
ably in connection v;ith the short story form, I^Iany people reas-
onably well acquainted vrlth him do not know that he o-ttcmpted
any other literary forms.
Hg wrote about 135 published short stories and sketches,
many of wliich first appe.-.red. in The Westminster Gazette and The
Mbminp; Post and viere lator collected and -onblished in volumes
variously entitled: Rep,inald, Rer-sinaid in Russia, The 'Chroni-
cles of Clevis, Beasts and Super-Beasts, The Toys of Peace,
and The Square Ep;p;, Rather recently Vikinp; Press and Halcyon
House have published these works in the form of collections here
in America.
Tlie stories vary in length from a: "oroxima,tely three to
approximately ten pages. For the purposes of discussion, we
h8.ve divided the stories into the follovfing six arbitrary cate-
gories: social sc.tire, horror, supernatural, G-aelic fantasy,
straight humor, and a miscellaneous group. It must be understoO'
as is always the case in the classification of literature, that
categories will, of necessity, overlap; and the stories themsel-
ves are likely to have elements and ch racteristics of more than
one group.
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A. Social Satire
The first published writings of Saki would come under thi£
heading, and it is a vein th;it can be found to a greater or
lesser extent in oJ.1 of his works, iill the stories which v/ere
T)ublished in 1904 under the title Regina,ld can be considered
social satires,
Reginald is young, s:;:oiled, self-centered, witty, leis-
ure class, iconoclastic, and utterly v/ithcut inhibitions e^bout
it. He has an alxost effeminate concern for his appearance.
He is purposely rude to all who com.; it what to him is the
cardinal sin of being dull and delights in stirring up the
stodgy complacent and showing up the mean and insincere.
Despite v/hat may appear to bo a singularly undesirably collec-
tion of tr' its, he endears himself to the reader by his live-
liness, his candor, and the genuine clarity of vision which
shov;s through his sophomoric affectations. I-Iais visualises
Minro as vc.^y like liis ovm Reginald in his youth, sardonic and
rude at garden parties--"So far as I understand him, he sets
out to scourge the foibles of 3ociet5'---he is sort of a prose
Pope; at times he is just a,s polished and his arrovrs are quite
as vrell barbed."-^ Tne character of Reginald must at least
have been one with which I-Iunro felt a genuine kinship, for
his personality^ is continued under the names of Clevis Sangrail
Bertie Vgji Tahn, Rene St, G-all in The Watched Pot, and ever-
ts. P. B. I-Iais, Books and Their '.friters, t). 314
i
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Comus Bassinston, Also, the essential character qualities
of the enfant terrible V7hich Pweginald exemplifies v/ill be
shovn.1 to exist in a,dolescent girls, smaJLl boys, tom-cc.ts, ot-
ters, and a little brovni Nubian boy.
The literary environment in of paramount imports,nce,
since it is a basic cremise v/liich one must accept vhen reading
Salii. 'de here in America, particularly, are unused to the
noble o.nd gentle society depicted in Kunro's short stories.
In this country it is expected that all the adult m .le pop-
ulation will have emplo;^'ment ; vre are scornful if even the
richest young man refuses to accept the v;orkadg;y world and
spends his time in search of entertainment. At the other ex-
' trenic,- almost none of Saki's characters are gainfully employ-
ed, ojid those v/ho do work do so in an offhajid, desultory fash-
ion com"^letely alien to the materialistic American culture.
They have their money. If they do not have it, they try to
marry it or borrow it, or they live off their friends, or,
failing all else, they live as thorgli they had it 8Jij\ro,j,
Their household tasks are performed by servants; the nor-
mal exigencies of life are cusliioned at every sharp corner.
Theirs is not the struggle for life; it is the stmaggle to
keep from being bored to death. As a result, their energies
are expended in social maneuv. rings
,
political dabbling, help
for the Poor, and house parties. The enlivening of the latter
Is a continus.l problem, a challenge eagorl^f acce-oted by Reg-
ina.ld and his ilk.
\'Ie first meet Reginald at a garden party to v;hich he
C
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has corae unwillingly, and v;henevor Reginald does anything un-
willingly, rovonge is to be expected. In this case he insults
a colonel, teaches the son of the local temperance leader how
to mix absinthe, and attempts to draw the arch-deacon's V7ife
into a discussion of the merits of an extremely r&cj novel,
before his friend can induce him to leave.
Several of the sketches are no more than Reginald express-
ing his opinion on various social ms.tters. "Reginald on Chris*,
maS Presents" begins thus:
I rzish it to be distinctly understood. . .that I don't
want a 'George, Prince of Wales" Pr yer-booh as a Christ-
mas present. The fact cp.rjiot be too widely linoim.
There ought..,, to bo technical education classes
on the science of present giving, ITo one seems to have
the fa.intest n'tir.n of what any one else v;ants, and the
prevalent ideas on the subject are not creditable to a
civilized community...
Then there are aunts. They are always a difficult
class to deal vrith in the matter of presents. Tlie trouble^
is that one never catches them really young enough. By
the time one has educated them, to an appreciation of the
fact that one does not vrcar red woollen mittens in the
¥est End, they die, or o_uarrel with the family, or do
something equally inconsidero.te. That is^why the supply
ofttrained aunts is alviays so precarious,'"
He then goes on to note that since Christmas presents are
usually given because it is the thing to do, not because the
donor is ovcrflowir^ vrith the spirit of giving, it would ccr-
ta.inly be more practical to give something the recipient roall]''
needs, his suggections being such necessaries of life as li-
queur glasses, cyrsta-lized fruits, and tapestry curtains,
Reginald has similarly well-defined ideas on the Academy
—
and equally logical reasons for having them. "One goes to
2h. H. I-imro, The Short Stories of Salii
, p. 7
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the Academy in self-defence," says Reginald. "It is the one
topic one has in comriOn 7rith the Country Gonsins."^
Re.n:ino.ld is p;iven some of the author's choicest bons
rnots. Upon beins charged that he has no laws of conduct at
all, he replies, "Tlie.re are certain fixed r^jles thv.t one obser-
ves for one's own comfort. For instance , never be flippantly
rude to an Inoffensive, grey-bearded stranger you may meet in
pine forests or hotel smoking-rooms on the Continent. It al-
ways turns out to bo the King of Sweden.
"
Resini?.ld has no patience with bores. "There was a ¥jx-
jor Somebody," he sash's, "who had shot things in Lapland or some
where of that sort; I forget what they v^ere but it -.msn't for
v;ant of reminding. ¥e had them cold with every mec.l, almost,
and he was cntinually giving us deto.il s of what the3r mo- sured
from tip to tip as though he thought we were going to make
them warm under-things for the winter. "^
As has been mentioned before, Bertie Van Tahn is a spiri-
tual twin of Reginald, In the story"A Touch of Realism" Bertie
undertalies the task of bringing a Christmas house party to
life. The hostess hr.s decided that all her guests are to join
in a special charade-type gcxie which is to bo carried on by
each individual, over a period of days, if necessary'-, until
the assujned identity of each one shall have ^een guessed by
the others.
^Ibid, , p. 8
?Ibid. , D. 13
^Ibid.,
-n, 34
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Bertie chooses to be Little Bo Peep, and at sometime be-
tvreen midiiiglit and davm, invades the bGdroon of Waldo Plubley
looking for the lost flook. ^T^aldo was a plump, indolent
young man...v7hose mother early in life had decided. . .thr.t he
was unusually delicate, and. . .had sLicceeded in making him phy-
sically soft. Nine hours' unbroken sleep, preceded by ela-
borate breathing, "^vrere among the indispensable items in his
health routine. Bertie looks so industri :usly for the missing
sheep that he leaves the room in a shambles aJid V/aldo himself
in an er.otirmal state hardly conducive to nine hours' unbro-
ken sleep. Two othor frisky house guests, friends of Bertie's
telle the Klam.mersteins, the guests of honor, thirty m.iles avray
and leave them on Slogsborry Moore in representation of Ferdi-
nand and. Isabella deporting the Jevs, "Lady Blonze's Ch-j:-ist-
mas pa,rty was talked about and written about to an extent she
had not aJiticipated in her most ambitious moments. The letter
from Waldo's mother alone v^ould have mad.e it memorable."'^
There are a number of other stories along this line,
sa,tirizir^ all the dull, conventional people of this world,
and their social affectations and aspirations. One sliglatly
different and especially good example of the social satire is
"Quail Seed" a story which reminds one of the present-day Helen
Hopkinson cartoon on timidly adventurous middle-aged women.
The setting is a suburban independent grocery store v;hose pro-
prietor is losing business to the bigger concerns in the city
which offer more in the wa,Y of entertainment and p:lamour as
^Ibid., ID. 333
Ylbld., p. 341
i
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an inducement to the customers, A young artist and his sis-
ter undertake to solve the grocer's problem by dressing up as
exotic and dp.ngei^'ously foreign characters and coming into the
store to make cryptic purchases of items including pomegran-
ates and quail seed. Titil::.ted by these mysterious doings,
the local ladies flock to the store and make extensive par-
ch.nses. Three da3'"S of such doings on the part of the young
artist and his sister are enough to give the grocer all the
business Ms store can withstand and more than enougli to give
the ladies a ear's supply of gossip at their teas.
One final story, "Cousin Teresa", is perhaps evon more char-
acteristic of the author because of its sardonic irony. It
is the story of two brothers, the youngest of whom, after hav-
ing done reiTutable v7ork in the foreign service, is hopeful,
as is his father, that his nsjne may fig-jre in the next list
of Honours. "Lucas ( tho elder brother) was an overv-rell nour-
ished individual, come nine years Basset's senior, with a col-
ouring that would have been accepted as e, sign of intensive
culture in an asparagus, but probr.bly meant in this case mere
abstention from exercise. His hair and forehead furnished a
recessional note in a personalit3r that was in all other res-
pects obtrusive and assertive,"'-' Lucas spends his time flittinjjs
about the fringes of tho publishing and theatre vrorld and is
continually discovering futilities that are "simply it."
His latest inspiration is a cou-olet:
8Ibid., p, 342
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Cousin Teresa takes out Caesar,^
Fido, Jock, 0.nd the bic; borzoi,--
which is to be accompanied by appropriate music and str-.ge busi
ness, Contr .ry to the time-est?.blished expectations of the
family, "Cousin Teresa" is incorporated into a music-h"ll re-
view cjid is an immediate hit of major proportions. Vfith the
vfei^ht of public a':'proval behind him, the I-Hnister feels it
wouJLd be a popular move to give "this Harrovfcluff person" a
knighthood or some such thing.
"...I think everyone would be pleased if we kniglited
him. Yes, you can put him dcim on the list of certain-
ties—under the letter L."
"The letter L," said the secretary, v;ho was new to
his Job. "Does that stand for Liberalism or Liberality?"
Most of the recipients of Ministerial favour were
expected to qualify in both of those subjects,
"Literature," explained the I-Iinister,
And thus, ci'ter a fashion. Colonel Harrowcluff ' s
expectations of seeing his son s nejne in the list of
Honours was gratified,
This D.ordoJit humor is extremely typical of Saki, as is
the satire, which takes as its target the mediocrity o-nd fat-
uity of all the people who would make "Cousin Teresa" a suc-
cess. The story shows how Saki's social satires developed
from the monologues of Reginald to the sophistico,ted, tightly-
plotted short story commentary.
B. The Horror Story
I'^jany critics have noted I-SjQiro's apparent cruelty or cal-
lousness to a greater or lesser extent in many of his works.
9ibid., p. 343
l^^TCid., p. 346
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ranglns from minor mental cruelty through the h: artless prac-
tical joke to actual physical suffering and death. Hovrevcr,
in many of his stories he ti'ep.ts dcith cas-jally, so th:it the
rerder, too, accepts it as on.^y a matter of minor importance.
"He tre:.ted d-oath and hate with the sjjne restrained and ironic
coolness as life and 1ovg."11
However, there are a fev; stories in uhich thei-^e is a def-
inite intention to make the reader's flesh creep. Although
they make up only a small portion of his -.rork in actual bulk,
their pervading atmosphere is so strong, and they have receiv-
ed so much attention from the critics and the reading public
that they deserve to be considered as a separate major type,
lyiinro used the form in only a few instances, but vrith outstand-|
ing success.
The two most important stories in this group are "The
Reticence of Lady Anne" and "Sredni Vashtar. " He does net
go afield for his affects, but places them in quiet English
coujitryside and in a contemporary setting. Although Said
sometimes is subject to flights of melodrama, as in the short
plays and some of the poorer stories, these that v/e are about
to consider are ma,rked by an effective restraint. He is nev-
er verbose, but these stories in parti cualr are written with
great economy. Eve.i^y word is carefully c^-.lc-Jlated to-rards
the desired effect, with a resultajit heightening of emotional
impact and intensity,
11 "G. G,", "Saki," The Hew Statesman , vol. X (Nov. 17, 1S17), li . 159
f
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The first of these, "The Reticence of Lady Anne," vrould
perhaps seem at first ^l^-iice to be lacking the "gory" element
which usuallj'" gives a story thn right to be called e. horror.
Nevertheless, in s^-:ite of its lack of violent action and ac-
companying bloodiness, its final effect is the cold shivery
atmosphere one would expect to find in a morgu.e. This is int-
ensified by the delicate lightness with which Munro handles
all the details of the story. The very fact of his having
started his tale on a note of casual cmisement— "Egbert came
into the large, dimlj'" lit drawing-room with the air of a msji
who is not certain vrhether he is entering a dovecote or a bomb
factory, and is ^^repared for either eventuality"^^—m^^^Ves the
outcome all the m.ore shocking. The same might be said for the
physical setting he gives the story: the high-ceilinged, fire^
lit room at tea time; and the chr.racters: a dull, middle-aged
couple of set ways and conversation who, we learn, have had
an argument over the luncheon table that noon.
The husband in the case is ujticertain whether his wife
will be still argumentative or not and approaches the subject
of the quarrel gingerly in his attempt to offer some explcoia-
tion or apology vfithout again getting into further discussion.
His vfife does not answer. In an effort to placate her, he
begins to mrke concessions, then to offer promises of better
behavior for the future. However, she shows no sign of being
H. l-lmro, The Short Stories of Saki
.
p. 48

impressed. "Egbert looked at her nervously through his glasses
To get the worst of an argitiisnt -jith her was no new experience.
To get the worst of a monologue was a humiliating novelty,"!^
Completely baffled, he leaves to dress for dinner still vdth-
out the knowledge vrhich the readei^ will be given in the last
sentence. His wife has been dead for two hours.
Stories which, like this one, contain their strongest
dramatic impact in the unexpected last line are sometimes crit-
icized as beir^ s.n unfair trick on the reader, leading him
to one conclusion and then hitting him vfith another, as it
were. It has been called an artificial way to :- te a start-
ling effect at the expense of unity and, frequently, credulity.
An opinion as to the value of "The Reticence of Lady Aime"
depends partly on the validity of the ending. In terms of
realism, it is both possible and believable; artistically,
it is the only ending whichcould give the story a smooth finish
and a purpose. Moreover, it gives to all the incidents which
have come before a depth of ironj'" which no ether conclusion
could equal; and we must, the}."efore, admit that in this case
it is a superior rather than unwise choice of ending.
Once ve know and accept the ccnclusicn of the story, the
skill of the author in lei-.ding ui^ to it becomes even mrre ad-
mirable. Almost without realizing it we have absorbed a pic-
ture of the life this couple had together, the routine of their
existence, with the emphasis it gives to small habitual words
Ibid., p. 50

and acts. Yet we also see the tv7o of them as individuals man-
euvering for dominance over each other. It is sugc^^sted that,
while she 1: ved, the wife h-i.d the upper hand over the husband,
making her d.efec-t of him in de-.th all the more sharply ironic.
It will be noted th?,t the cat, Don Tarouiinio, as a final tonchj
is the one who is best able to comprehend ond take advantage
of the situotion.
The best of Saki ' s horror stories, .ond the one which best
deserves the title, is the grim "Sredni Vashtar. " It was
mentioned when the author's life was under disco ssi on that
this story xmdoubtedly represents a picture of the life he
led under the domination of his Aunt Augusta. In addition
to the merits of the story as literature, it must also have
served as cn. emotional catharsis for the author, and it is
exceedingly Interesting, therefore, to keep in mind viheii read-
ing it the possible extent to which it may be an actual ex-
pression of I-5unro's childhood desires.
Taken coldly, vrith but the accompaniment of the author's
writing skill, the plot could soem to verge on the fantastic.
Conro.din, ten years old and sick, bullied omd miserable under
the domination of his hated guardian, I-Irs. De Ropp, has as his
only companions a hen and a ferret, which he has hidden in an
abandoned tool shed. Ke plays v/ith the hen, but has given
the ferret the strange nr-me of Sredni Vashtar and has come to
worsliip him as some strange form of god. Noticing his inter-
est in the tool shed, llrs. De Ropp investigates and finds the
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hen, v/liich sho promptly sells avfay. The ferret is bettor hid-
den p,nd escapes detection. Gonr. din hides all feeling in his
gur.rdian^s presence, bi.it in the shed th-^t evening he prays to
the ferret, "Do one thing for me, Srodni Vashtar.
"The thing vre.s not specified. As Sredni Vashtar was a
god he must be supposed to l:.now. And choking back a sob as
he looked at th?.t other empty corner, Conrc.din went back to
the world he so hated, "•^'^
Seeing him still going to the tool shed, I^Irs. De Ropp de-
cides to mr-.ke further investigatlc^, Conradin has no way of
stopping her and c:ui. only pro.y to his god, althougli he must no^^
feel th/.t all his prayers have been in vain. He vratches her gc
into the tool shed and vraits to see hor come out again and s'Jin-
mon the gardiner to tr.ke awa.y his god. But she dcpes not come
out and slov7ly ho begins to hope:
And presently his eyes were re-.:arded: out through that
door^^^ay came a long, low, yellovz-.-^-nd-brovm beast, with
eyes a-blink at the v:aning diij'-light, r.nd dork wet stains
around the fur of jaws and throat, 15
Conradin' s pray ers have been answered.
It is easy to see whore this could have been less than
believable. Yet it is actually gruesomely powerful in the in-
tensity with which it convinces and grasps the reader's mind.
Reviewing it in The Saturday Review of Literature Edv:ard Da-
vidson writes:
l^Ibid
. , p. 153
- 5ibid
. , p. 155
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For sheer G^^^^^iess, I can think of nothing; in re-
cent literature to r/.^procch "Sredni Vasht:-.r." This verj'-
short story, v/hich is a i^henomenally fine piece of i/rit-
ing, ber.us the sr.me relation to Salci'a more ch:.ractrris-
tic work as "The Monliey^s Paw"^ bears to the longshore-
man yams of Mr, ¥. W. Jacobs,"-^
The reasons for Salii's success in the story are similar to
ose mentioned in reference to "The Reticence of 'Ln.dj Ai-me."
He builds his scene and story, blocl: by block, until the read-
er camiot hel;o but accept the conclusion--the same conclusion
v/hich vrould be rejected as absuid if it had been presented as
a whole. The stor^'- is imagined v^ith such conviction, with suc](l
re;?J.istic detail that fiction becomes truth. It would actuall
have been less believable if I-irs, Do Repp had found the ferret
only to have it esc-.pe into the bushes. Sredni Vashtar vras a
terrible god. His revenge, in behalf of his worshippar, v/as
inevitable.
For sheer horror, the last few pa.ragraphs are beyond com-
parison. The toast in ojjestion is the SjTiibel of Conradin's
victory. I^Irs. De Ropp had usually bar-ned such a lu:ai.ry, say-
ing that it vras bad for him and th<at it "caused trouble."
"Tea is ready," said the sour-faced maid; "where
is the mistress?"
"She went down to the shed some time ago," saAd
Conradin.
And v/hile the maid vrent to summon her mistress to
tea, Conr-.,din fished a toasting-forh out of the side-
board drawer and proceeded to toast himself a piece of
bread. And during the toasting of it and the buttering
of it with much butter and the slo'/ enjoyment of eating
it, Conradin listened to the noises and silences which
fell in quick spasms beycnd the dining room door. Tlie
loud foolish screaming of the ma.id, the answering choru.s
of vrondering ejaculations from the kitchen region, the
scutteri::r: footsteDs and hurried embassies for outside
^^Bavison^ "i\n English Wit," Saturday Review of Literarare
,
lY (Qntab-er^ 1922), p. 1^ ' "

help, and then, after a lull, the scared sobbings and the
shuffling tread of those who bore a hor.vy burden into
the house,
"I'/hoever vfill brec?Jc it to the poor child? I couldn*li
for the life of me I" exclaimed a shrill voice. And v^hile
they debated the matter anong themselves, Conradin made
himself another piece of toast.
C, The Supernatural Story
A number of Salii's stories may include or imply a super-
natural element, but this particular group depends entirely
upon it. 'fith the same case that Monro creates his literary
never-never land, he creates liis literal fairyland. These
supernatural stories differ from both the horror and the G-aelid
type in that they have none of the macabre element. True,
there may be something vaguely grim here and there- -as v/here
is grimness not to be found in Sal:i--but they carry a. basic
note of good nature. They were written in fun.
The two best stories of this ty-oe are the frjnous "Tober-
mory" and the less well hnovm but nevertheless amusing "Laura."
The latter, particularly, demonstrates 1-Junro's off-hand atti-
tude towards death. As one of his m.ore sob .r critics remarks:
He has no respect even for death, the references to which
are frarJzly flippant, and,., (he regards) death as.., a
negligible or annoying incident in social dr?xia, or, as
in the stud^'- of Laura c reincarnations, a convenient
^jumping-off ground for excursions into uncanny levity.
Laura has been told that she cannot expect to live more than
a few days more and is discussing the fact vrith her friend
Amanda. Amanda's husband has always been an ar-noyance to
17
'op. clt,, -oage 155
lo'J^Beasts and Su.-oerbeasts, " The Spectator , CXIII (July 11,
1914), -D. 60
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Laura and she decides that she will come back in such I'eincam-
ated forms as she c?.n get into and tormx-nt him. Therefore she
first boc:D.os an ottor and maiies a point of killing all the
prize Sussex hons which were intended for the local poultry
show, "I thinl<: she rainht at least have v.^aited iintil the fun-
eral was over," said Jlmanda in a scandalized voice. Killed
by the irate husbejid, Egbert, for this and other misdeeds, she
reappears in the Nile Valley, where he has taiien his -jife to
recover from her attach of nervous prostration. This time, as
she herself had suggested she miglit be, Laura appears in the
form of a naked brovm Nubian boy and v;ith all the enthusiasm
of the enfant terrible
,
dumps all of Egbert's clean shirts in-
to the bathtub. "i\nd now /jncaida is seriously ill."^-^
"Tobormory" is probably the best knoim of all I-Iunro^s
worlds, since it has the habit of making frequent appearances
in short storj'' anthologies. The scene is the usual house par-
ty, this po.rticular one perhaps even duller thsji the average,
until the flov/ering of seventeen years of labor by Cornelius
Appin takes place .-.round the tea-table. 1-Ir. Appin has taught
Tobermory, the Blemlys' domestic cat, to talk—the rest is
history, from the devastating dialogue of the cat to the un-
timely end of Mr. Appin at the hands of an crj^aged elephant.
As I-Iais says, there is a simplicity about his plots that malces
one gasp at their effectiveness."^-^
^9h. H. Munro, The Short Stories of Saki
,
id. 270
20rbid., p. 272
21s. ?. B. I-bas, Books :md their Writers
, p. 513
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There are at least five other stories which may come
under the supermtural heading, not all of them, of course, as
good as the more famous ones. "The Soul of La/oloshJia" is told
in the first person. The teller plain's a joke on Laploshlia,
a stingy individL-ial, lij lea-^/ing him vrlth the check in a res-
taurant. Before the money cm be repaid, Laploshl-ia dies, and
the teller finds himself hr.unted by Laploslilia,' s soul. The
spirit appears oni.y, but always, vrhon money is being s'oent. Ij'
the teller attends the theatre, Laplosh-ka* s apparently povert3r-
stricken image will appear e.t the very back of the second bal-
cony. If the teller goes to a restaurant, there will be the
ghost standing •..utside the vrindow, studying the menu with a
hungry expression on its face. The teller tries to repay the
apparition oj placing the two frc^Jics in the poor bo::, but to
no avail. In desperation the teller recalls Laploshka*s phil-
osophy that money should be given only to the rich because you
are sure to get it back, and finds a baron whose vent is to
dress shabbily, although he is exceedingly rich, Tiirough an-
other ruse the money is placed in the baron's hand, and La-plo-
shka's ghost vanishes cheerfully and pemianently.
In "'JUnisters of G-race, ' " the young Duke of Scavr finds
he has the power to change people into arJ.mals, leaving in
the place of er.ch tr .nsmuted person an angel who vfill always
be gijided by the highest possible moral priiaciples. Prom an
unobtrusive distance the Duke removes all the troublesome per-
sonalities from Parliament, replacing them, of course, with
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anseis. Fariiament suDsequenoiy becomes a Deai^jn or apologies"
for past InjusticGG, reversed personalities, and shifted al-
liances. The nr:,ti::n is on the verse of intemcil collapse when
a former viceroy, ncvr a sv;an in the park, seiaos the di^he and
dro^ms him, whereupon all is ret-jmed to normal.
These, then, are the best of their type; in addition
there are: "The Remoldins of G-roby Lington, " the story of a
man vjho grovrs to resemble different ones of his animals; "The
Wolves of Gemogratz," a melodramatic tale involving the appear
ance of hovrling wolves -.nd the crr-.shing of a tree whenever a
member of the old fcjnily of Cemog3?atz Castle dies; and "The
Infernal Parliament," the story of a m.c.n Yiho dies of a new
disease. Ho one c.:.n be sure thr.t he is der.d, p,nd, pending a
m.ore regular footing, he is shovm B.Tovnd. Hell.
D. The Oaelic Story
Closely connected v^ith the su"oematural and the horror
stories, and h-^ving elements of both, are vrhr-.t may be classed
as the Gaelic teles. Salvi's Highland ancestry is mentioned a
n"umber of tim-es by not only his sister, but also his friends
and the critics. This strain ha<-'. mere influence on his per-
sonality and his vrritings than v;ould be imagined by the aver-
age z'\merican, who takes little stock in racial traits beyond
the broadest generalities. In Saki's case, however, "Kigliland"
implied certain specific characteristics. His friend Lord
Chamwood, in his introduction to VJhen William Cgjne
.
says:
Hector I-Linro wa.s Highlander; ~nd that light-footed
fanc^'-, ga^'' or sad. in v:hich men of Gaelic race are e/ot to
excel, is seldom (to tell the truth) quite pleasant to
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mere Anglo-Saxons—the dull compatriots of Shr.kespeare.
Charming as it is, the irres-ponsibility to vrhich it oves
its ch.T.rm grates on us --if we dared say Go--by its seeming;
hoartlessness and its actual roir.oteness from this warm-
blooded world of reality.
There are, then, certain definite characteristics to be
foLind in these G-aelic tales which reflect I^anro's Scottish
bacl'sround. Beyond the mere grimness which is all through his
writing, these stories hr.ve a m?.rkod atmosphere of impending
doom. The reader feels from the outset, despite the ubiqv.itou^
touches of humor, that all is not well. Moreover, there are
a number of "props "--werevrolves, witch-lilie old women, and
silvan deities.
"The I4isic on the Flill" is perhaps the outstandir-g G-aelic
tale;it opens atYessney, the country estate of Mortimer Selt-
oun, v/here \ie find liis wife, Sylvia,, finishing her brealifast
with a satisfied sense of victory. In the second paragraph
comes the foreshadowing:
"You v/ill never get Mortimer to go," his mother had
said carpingly, "but if he once goes he* 11 stay; Yessnay
throws almost as much a spell over him as Hown does. You
can understand what holds him to Tovm, but Yessney—
"
and the dowager had slirugged her shoulders.
There vras almost a sombre, savage wildness about Yes^
nej that vras cort-:.inly not liliely to a'.'per.l to tov/n-bred
tastes— ...In its wild open savagery there seemed a steal
-|
thy linliing of the joy of life with the terror of unseen
things. 2
2
Then Sylvia finds to her increasing uneasiness that her husbanq
Mortimer, admits he is a believer in Pan and she discovers a
statue of the god set up on a pedests,l in the woods with a
bunch of grapes laid at its feet as an offering. She hears
'^^K, K. Ltoro, The Hovels and Plays of Sal:! , "o. 14?
22rbld., p. IGO
f
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strange laughter rhich she cr.nnot attribute to any person alDoul
the farm. V/hen she tells Mortimer of having; thro^m away the
grape offering, he tells her it v;a3 unv/ise and warns her to
"bev/are of the homed beasts on the farm. The nc::t afternoon,
heedless of his warning, she vranders off into the fields, wher€
she sees 3. stag hunt in progress. As the stag nears she con-
ceals herself in the shrubbery, but a wild piping whAch seems
to cone from her very feet ind-jces the bull to head fcr the vc2
spot where she is hidden; it is made clear that ^ust before
she is gored to de-th she c tches a fleeting, horrifying glimp-
se of her undoer.
Thermere outline of the plot can in no way suggest the
compelling, unearthly air L^linro has ere .ted. There is a great
deal of v:ell calculated atmosphere writing in this story that
certainly rivals "Sredni Ve.shtar. " One entire scene is a des-
cription of her passage through the barnyard where all is quiei
vrhere the animals, even the fowl, slinlc away at her approach,
and the final scene can only be appreciated firsthand.
"Tlie Peace of Mov^sle Barton" is another story of the same
family, although it does not go as far in unpleasant incident,
A young man goes to the country for a rest. At the house
where he boards there is an old grandmother who has argued
violently'" with another old vroman In the neighborhood, whereupor
the two of t_ien places curses on e.ach other. At t]ie house
where the 3''oung man is staying it is found that none of the
kettles will boil. The grsjidmother retaliates by casting a
7

spell on her enemy* s ducks so that thej drovm in their o\m
pond. Tliis is enough for the young man, vrho returns to the
refreshing, restful roar of the cit2/ to continue his vaco.tion.
Although "The Peace of Mowsle Barton" has certain Go,clic
elements, it is more nearly an incident than a fi,ill story, ?jid
it does not have the sense of foreboding found in others of
the type.
The one other story that is especially notable for its
fantastic grimness is " Gabriel-Ernest, " a ta^le of a werewolf...
Van Cheele, the individual who carries the story, first meets
Gabriel-Ernest in the woods in the shape of a sixteen year old
boy S'-inning himself on a reck after his swim. Tho boj/'s vjild
talk of hunting on four feet and liking for childf lesh is
disquieting enough to Van Cheele, but he makes no mention of
it at home for fear that he may com:^romiae his position as
parish councilor and justice of the peace. Sventu?21y the boy
comes to the house, where Van Cheele' s aunt accepts him as a,
lost waif, but he accomplishes his objective—the finding of
another cliild for a repast. Ife knew by the story's end that
the boy changes to a wolf at dusk, and there is an element of
suspense in the story v/hich space does not allow us to indi-
cate properly here.
These stories, especislly tho first and the last, have a
singular appeal not found in most of Saki. In them vre find his
love for the Gothic and the melodrojnatic , so poorl37' used in his
early plays, at last developed into a convincing medium—
a
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mediiun th.:.t deserves more attention than it has received, for
these tales are timeless. They v/ill be as rerxlable in a hun-
dred, yei'.rs as they are nov;, and as they certainly v;ere when
they wore written. Then, as in Sal:i's time, his audience will
be small,
E. Straight Humor
This is nKre than a [;®^©"''S-1 classification, notable for
more than its omissi:n of qualities found elsewhere in Itoro's
work. Ifhereas a mimber of the other stories are mere sketches
or even essays--the Reginald stories, for example, o-re as lia-
ble to be only social commentary as actual stories—the tales
in this cr,te3ory have more Hot and often more point, if not
more action. Actually there is little moving action anyv^here
in Sal'i.
The characterizati '-n in the straight humor stories is,
along with that in The Unbearable Ba.ssington , the v©r3r best in
Saki, Again it must be understood within what limits the char
acter is c nceived. iHoxsjider Porterfield says, "(His) char-
acters (are) not characters at all, but tj'-pes, composite ;;-?.or-
traits draif/n from one specified class. "'^-^ Yet vfe cannot re-
peat too often hew believable these characters are, hew deftly
Salci etches their sharp outliiies, and how much more at home
such portraiture is in the s^iort story thr>ji in the novel. Per
haps I-fois's phrasing can better convey the nature of Saki's
people. I^lunro's humor, he says;
^'^Porterfield, The London Mercury
,
XII (August, 1923), p. 537
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, , «n9vcr descends to c.?.rlcc.ture like so much of Dickens,
is never aimless. . .often bitter. . ,alwa3''s vcrball'^'' bril-
liant, i:oli3hed and cold; his exagserati ono ar© r.ll mark-
ed vri-th restraint -.ihich, of course, makes them all the moije
grotesque and mirth-provoking* '^^^^ accents are as -nreclse
as those of the most prim governess of the literal Scotsmc^n,
The impish s'-^irit in vniich these stories arc told is
that of Saki the pro2ikster, 3'ot most of them--the best onos--
have not the element of cruelty thct s^me find objectionable.
Those \iho stand as bntt of the jokes are never seriously hurt,
and most of them are such objectionable persons that vre hc^ve
no more sj'mpathj'" for them than has the author.
"The Story Teller" is a story that touches a familiar not^
in us all. It is laid in a ro.ilway carriage, vrhere \ie find
an a,unt and. three children travelling together. On the other
side of the compa.rtment is a bachelor, the counterpart, one
feels sure, of both o.uthor and reader. The children are brats.
Saki does not at all hesitate to sho'f that they are very badly
behaved, and \tq see that the fr ntic aimt is quite ur-able to
cope o;ith them. It in one of those situations wheo'O one, even
one v/ith a large fam.ily, finds oneself holding both clilldren
and elders utterly at fault.
The bachelor in the story finally tells the children a
perfectly fascinating tale of a little girl v;ho was so good thalt
she ho.d been given medals for obedience, punctuality and beha-
vior. The point, hov/evor, is that when she was hiding from
the wolf, her fearful shaking clarlied the medals together so
P2j_S. P. B. 1-Iais, Books and Their Writers , p. 329
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that he heard her and ate her up. The train arrives at its
destination and the bachelor leaves- the compartment in consi-
derable self-satisfaction, vjhich \rc vrell may envy. Just hovr
good a story-teller he w?.s may be seen from the follouinc:
"Were there any sheep in the park?" demanded Cyril,
"No," said the bacheior. "There v.-ere no sheep."
"Vrny weren't there any sheep?" came the inevitable
question.
The aunt permitted herself a smile, i,fhich mi^ht
a3.most have been described as o. grin,
"Tlaere '.rere no sheep in the park," said the bac^;.-
olor, "because the Princess m.other had once had a dreajn
that her son would either.be killed by a sheep or a duck
falling on him. For that reason the Prince never kept
a sheep or a duck in his park."
The aunt suppressed a, gasp of admiration...
"VJhat colour were they? (pigs, in this para,graph
—
little ones)
"Black V7ith white faces, white vrith black spots,
black all over, Qrej with white patches, and some were
white all over," The story-teller stopped to let a full
idea of the park's treasures sinli into the children*
s
imaginations. 25
The other stories of this genero,l type have much the same
tone, "Tlie S chartz-Ketterklume Method" concerns a venture-
some lady v7ho is mistaken at a railroad station for the Q,uar-
barls' new governess, nd docs not bother to straighten the
matter out. Instead she s'oends a happy weekend playing the
part of a brash governess, doing ever3'"thing she can think of
to disrupt the Quarlbarl household, which needs it. The title
is a reforonce to an alleged educational system wherein the
children act out history to fi:: it in their memories. The
"governess" has chosen the Sabine ^^omen a.s the lesson of the
day.
25h. H. Ttoro, The Short Stories of Salii
, p. 392
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Another story, "The Mouse," is o.lso laid in a railway
carriage '.fhere an extremol^^ shy younrj man in alone i/ith a stra-
nge young lady. Suddenly he finds that a mouse has somehow
crawled up his trouser 1@S, and the unrestrr.inod description
of his efforts to get rid of it and at once stay within his
o\m rigid bounds of decorum, is again very funny. The point
comes in the last sentence when it is revealed that the girl
is blind- -the inevitable note of grimness--for v/e carjiot re-
gard blindness as amusing. If a-n^^thing is more difficult to
carry off lightly than de:-,th, it is blindness. Actually it
would be a better story without the snapper, for the latter
tends to malie the re/der forget how good the pict^ire of Theo-
doric's struggles had been.
There are far too many of these stories to describe, and
condensation of such tersa material can never give the s:pirit
which pervades them. Such choice m-orsels as J. P. Huddle's
"¥e don't feel that vfe want a change of thrush at our time of
life, "26 (from "The Unrest Cure"), a-ii^l Clevis' description of
the Sumurion marjier: "Vfeird music, and exotic skippings and
flying leaps, and lots of drapery and undrapery, "^''^ (from "The
Peace Offering"), can be fully appreciated only in thoir con-
text.
F. I-Iiscellaneous
Althougli most of these stories are not dramatic and do no1
have the facile characterization, they are especially interest-
p. 141
p. 201
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ins "the soudent of Sakl, for in these sketches, along vrith
che chapter on Comus Bassington exiled in Mrica, vre find the
only personal published ^'/ritings of Salvi. The fact that there
is so little i-rriting thr.t rever.ls Hector Hugh M'onro instead
of Saki tenpts one to infer perhaps too much. Yet "The Hap-
pined Life/' especially, is such an intensely unhap;y piece
of writing that one v/ondors whether it and the others are not
the Inescapable boiling ovor after years of suppressed enotion,
"The Ifeppined Life" is a discLission, or, more accurately,
Monologue, placed in the mouth of a girl called merely **tlxe
niece." It is set off by a chance comnent by the cx'nt to the
effect that the feopin Terraces vhlch gave the illusion of
natural settings at the Zoological G-ardens v/ere a great im-
provement. She wonders how much of the illusion is passed on
to the animals. The niece, in a reflective mood, takes the
problem to heart. "Nothing," she saj'-s, will make me believe
that an acre or so of concrete enclosure will make up to a \roli
or a tiger-cat for the range of night provrling that would be-
long to it in a wild state. "2S The parallel here between the
aramals and the people \fao pen them in cannot help but arise.
In the case of humans, the niece points out, the restrictions
are those of income, opporti.mity, s^nd lack of initiative, the
only difference being "that the animals are there to be looked-
at, vmile nobody walits to look at us. As a matter of fact
there would be nothing to look at,"^^ Part of v/hat I^Iais has
•^Slbid
., p. 539
29rbid., p. 540
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to saj about this sketch will be found above on page fifteen.
He goes on, however, in an attemi^t to paraphrase SoJti's theme:
"This vrorld of ro -tine," he (Salvi) would seem to say,
"is deadly; keep alive 3'-cur irresponsible side: turn som-
ersaults physically and mentally cut capers, and keep
your eyes on the grotesciue; in th:.t alone lies s-lvation;
once you g^t into ycur groove you mir,ht as well be dr ad,
To us the most striking quality of "The Mappined Life"
is the complete rock-bottom tone of sincerity in which it is
written. \~Ie have become so accustomed to thiniring of li^nro as
one vrho "indulges in sophisticated spoofing about supor-beasts
like werewolves and beyond-cats, "51 that the sudden shift to
the sincerely serious tone is the more arresting by contrast.
I-IUch the sojiie theme as that expressed in "The Ifeppined
Life" is to be found in "Judlcin of the Parcels," vrhich v/as
written as early o,s the Reginald series and contains a o_uality
which is even more unusual in Salii
—
pity. It is inspired by
the sight of little man in a brovm suit v/ho appears at the
same time every day, carrying hJ.s parcels hom.e. The "I" 7:rit-
ing the story makes inquiries and learns that Judliin had once
boen a member of a crack cs,valry regiment which had done "fan-
tastic horse-fleshy thiiigs around the G-ulf of Aden."-^'^ I^et
here he is now, trudging along a muddy cciuntr;- lane carr3ring
his bundles. Vfhy?
And then a. golden stream has dried up, the sunlight has
faded suddenly out of things, and the gods h:.ve nodded
"G-o." And the^^ have not gone. They have turned instead
0
£^Ifeis , "Beasts and Superbeasts , " The Boolanan
-^^Emma L. Re^Dcrt, Modorn Short Stories . New ^-^ork:
^ Hill, 1959, p.1^5
^^H. H. I-iniro, The Short Stories of Sal^i
, p. 66
McGraw-
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to the muddy lanes and cheap villas and marked-dovm. ills
of life, to watch pear trees growing and to encourage
hens for their eggs. And Judkin was even as these others
the wine had been suddenly snilt from his cup of life,
and he ho,d sta^'^ed to suck at the dregs which the wise
throw avmy...and now he was vralklng stoically througli the
mud, in a tweed suit that would eventually go on to the
gardiner's boy, and v/ould perhaps fit him... lie has been i](L
th© far places of the earth, v/here the desert beasts have
vrhimpered their unthiri-iable psalir.ody, and their eye a have
shone back the reflex of the midnight stars--and he can
immerse himself in the tending of an incubator. It is
horrible and -.irong and yet when I have met him in the laji^
his face has vrom a look of tedious cheerfulness that miglj.t
pass for happiness. lias Judlcin of the Parcels found somel
thing in the lees of life that I have missed in going to
and fro ovor many waters? Is there more wisdom in his
perverseness tha.n in the madness of the wise? The dear
gods know,3'3
Except for the touch of romanticism, tliis is so entirely
different from Saki's usual v/orks that we would be unlikely to
recognise it as his were it not so labeled, A few of the more
astute critics, hov/ever*, have recognized in him some qualities
besides those of the continualli'' high spirited humorist. "He
joked,.,as one who thus ho If esca,pes from the infinite contra,r'
iety and immutable sadness of things, "5^
\Jq have tried, at least, to touch on all the better stor-
ies among Salii's v/orks in their respective grouping, o,nd to
give such attention as time and space woLild. allow to those of
major importance. There are a fev7 writings of his left, how-
ever, which are even further away from fiction than the last
ones mentioned- but which mcij be included under the Itiscellane-
ous hcadir^g, since they are largely of minor importance.
^^Ibid., 10. 67
G.," "Salni," The Hew Statesman
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"The Cupboard of the Yesterdays" is an ex-oression of sor-
rovr thi-^.t the Ballian area is bee minr; civilised through modem
V7ar and is losing its romance and its history. I^toro's love
of the medieval is :ilso ex -tressed in the little essay called
''The Old Town of Pshoff," which he describes as "as accurate
picture as can be obtained of a medieval Russian burgh, untou-
ched by I'longol inf?_uence, and only sliglitly affected by Byzan-
tine-imported cLilture."35 it was aioparently the sort of place
that appealed to every hing in liim that was romantic and mc o-
O.ramatic.
"Birci.s of the Western Front" and "The Squ-.re Egg" both
came out of his war experiences. The former records his ob-
servances of the bird life in and around the trenches and is
of importance only as it shov;s the love he had for nature and
animal life, an interest strong enough to be maintained under
adverse circumstances. The la.tter is the light, amusing accou
nt of a moocher met in a French restaurant vrho tried to borrovr
money v/ith an interesting story about having develo"?ed a line
of chi Chens vrhich lo.y square eggs, and the need for sufficient
financial s-jpport to make the business into the fabulously
profitable affair it could so easily be.
The most interesting of all these sketches and esso.js,
(not all of which have been inenti :ned here), is the short
piece entitled "The Achievement of the Cat." Saki had a great
affection for all members of the cat f . mily and this essay
35h, H. I-imro, The Short Stories of Saki
, p. 627
(c
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is v/ritten in homage and aclmiration, "It is, indeed, no Dir^all
triumph to ho.ve combined the ubtrammelled liberty of ;orimeval
savagery with the luxury v;hich only a higlily develo;::;ed civi-
lization can command. . .^^ The cat, he feels, is able to trlre
the best it can find from the -rorld of man '.jhile completely
retaininf; its original independence. But he goes so-i^ie'ifhat
beyond the cat in finishing his essa,y thus:
And V7hen its shifts and clever managings h;:.ve not suf-
ficed to stave off inexorable fate, v/hen its enemies have
proved too strong or too many for its defensive po/ers,
it dies fighting to the last, cpjivering -.fith the choking
rage of mastered resistance, and voicing in its death-
yell that agony of bitter remonstrance •'.Thich homan arA-
mals, too, have flung at the j^ov/ers that may be; the last
protest agaiXLst a destiny that might have made them happy^
s,nd has not.^'
36ibid.
, p. 625
37lbid., p. 626
(y
IV. His Value As A V/riter
'.vhen we look at th9 full scope of Hn.-^lisxi literc^ture, we
must agree .tiiat Saki ' s place is a minor one. .vnen Dhe per-
spective is narrowed to take in only the snort soory, ne a-
chieves a mucn niAher standing. As is the case 'with many
snort story v^riters, his reputation v;ith the general reading
public probably rests on no more than half a dozen of his
better stories, as a novelist he has no reputation at all.
It would seem that nis very genuine feeling for humor,
if notning else, should assure him a larger audience tnan he
seems to he.ve, but it must be recognized tnat tne strip of
literary territory on v^hich he can meet nis readers is ex-
ceedingly tnln. A critic of Saki's own time remarked of 'aim,
"His stories have not that sensational element v/hich appeals
to the great simple-minded unlettered public"! lie deals, for
the most part, v/ioh only one group of people. iheir names
may vary widely, but essentially tnere is a repetition of only
a few cnaracter types. His main appeal is stylistic, and the
style is one v/nicn requires careful, and to a degree, sympa-
thetic attention. Very fev; of his stories have action, and.
perhaps most important, he has chosen to oe impersonal.
He deliberately chose a pseudonym for his writings - Saki
the cupbearer wnose 'joyous errand' was to serve the
guests witn wine in the Ru oalyat of Cmar Khayyam. He
1. "Beasts and Superbeasts"
,
Bookman, XLVI (-T.ugust, 1914),
p. 226
c
never sought intimacy with his readers or gave them his
confidence. He asks nothing from them but lips that can
laugh, flesh that can creep, and. legs that can oe pulled...
Saki is the most impersonal of artists. His private
emotions and enthusiasms, meditations or thougnts, have
no place in the v;orld of his art. 2
For a period of perhaps a decade after nis death, Saki
dropped in popularity and seemed destined for obscurity. In
1917, a critic observed, " It is strange, considering how
ecstatic about Saki most of his readers always were, that he
had not a bigger public when he was alive. It is stranger
still that his death at the front brought no 'boom' in his
3
books." Within about the last fifteen years, however, there
has been a revival of interest in his work, and he now seems to
be on the way to a relatively permanent position, which is
remarkable in view of the fact that he made his rise to pop-
ularity during a period wnen intense realism was in style. Part
of the reason may be found, as least as far as America is con-
cerned, in that along with our realism there has been a grow-
ing sophisticated audience to whom Saki's urbanity appeals.
His very limitation, in that the v/orld he drew v/as his own
creation realistic only so far as he chose to make it so —
has kept him from becoming dated, as a good fairy tale never
becomes dated, Alexander Porterfield points this out when he
comments that Saki's stories
introduce us to an indolent, delightfully amusing world
where nothing is ever solved, nothing altered, a world.
2 Elizabeth Drew, "Saki", The Atlantic Monthly . GLXVI ( July,
1940), p. 97
3 "C>. 0.", "Saki", New Statesman . X ( Nov. 17, 1917), o. l6o
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in short, extremely like our own, only you are not asked
to believe in it. It is the 'fairy' world of Cnarles
Lamb, a wholly comic v/orld realistic merely in its imag-
inative resemblance to this present universe of ours —
a world steeped in the classical, dry ligiit of Resto-
ration comedy. 4
Within the confines of his work, Saki demonstrates a vari-
ety in detail which gives evidence of his extraordinary imag-
inative creativeness , for although the characters may not
change nor the environment in which they are presented differ
noticeably from story to story, the ways with v/hich his peo-
ple deal with that environment are continually new and as-
tounding. Dealing with tiresome people is but one of the
types of social activity in which his characters engage, and
the possibilities would seem to be limited, but, as one
critic remarks, " As an inventor of practical jokes to dis-
lodge or dinconcert tedious people, Saki shov/s a mental re-
5.
courcefulness bordering on the diabolical."
The social bore is one of the types which Saki can
portray to perfection. The domineering, autocratic aunt type
is another. Those who are familiar with his stories entertain
a fondness for the Reginalds and Clevises who can meet and
overthrow these personalities. We all know individuals to
whom v;e would delight in being brilliantly rude, but we are
kept from doing so by the social amenities. Saki's young peo-
ple are under no such restrictions and make their caustic com-
4 Alexander Porterfield, London Mercury, X ( August 1925)
>
p. 386
5. " Beasts and Superbeasts " , Spectator, CXIII ( July 11, 1914)
p. 161
e
ments in the way that will result in the loudest commotion.
We can share in their victory without sharing in the subse-
quent censure, and the pleasure we get from the association
has a sound psychological basis.
The same may be said to hold true for Saki's boyish
callousness. V/e can find pleasure in freedom from the nec-
cessity of being thoughtful adults who always display the
socially approved emotions at the right time. Elizabeth
Drew defends Saki from the oft-repeated charge of cruelty:
The cruelty is certainly there, but it has nothing per-
verted or pathological about it... It is the genial
heartlessness of the normal child whose fantasies take
no account of adult standards of human behavior, and to
whom the eating of a gypsy by a hyena is no more terri-
ble than the eating of Red Ridinghood's grandmother by
a wolf.
6
It is this immaturity of his , that gives him the ability
to oortray children who are more than real. " It is with
children that he is at his best, not because they talk or
7
act like children... but because they think like children."
Saki also gives us wit of a very high order — subtle, ironic
and sophisticated. The result of all these unmistakable vir-
tues of authorship should, it would seem, be a literary rat-
ing above that usually given Munro's work, ^'Saki was pos-
sibly not a great artist; he deserves, however, a good deal
more critical recognition and reading than many other humor-
6 Elizabeth Drew, "Saki", The Atlantic Monthly . CLXVI ( July,
1940), p. 97
7 Alexander P orteffield, London Mercury , XII (iiugust, 1925),
, p. 389
Ik
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ists whose slightest 'obiter dicta' are treasured by everybody
8
as so much revelation."
Porterfleld is probably correct in his assumption that
Saki is not great, major reason for this is tnat his writing
is, with the exception of his horror stories, without emotion-
al appeal. His works are appreciated only by one's intellect.
A. A. Milne's analysis is both subtle and perceptive.
If his exotic choice of subject was often his strength,
it was often his weakness; if his insensitiveness carried
him through, at times, to victory, it brought him, at
times , defeat . .
.
I do not think that he has that mastery of the conte
which some have claimed for him. Such mastery infers a
passion for tidiness which was not in the ooyish Saki's
equipment. He leaves loose ends sv^erywhere. Nor in his
dialogue, delightful as it often is, funny as it nearly
al/.ays is, is ae the supreme master. Too much does it
often become monologue judiciously fed, one character
giving and the other taking. 9
The qusstion arises, would he have become a greater
writer had he survived the war? Vi/hether its impact could
have fully matured nim is, of course, at best a matter of
speculation. The possibility of such a maturation was snovrn
at the end of The Unbearabl e 3assington , out even had he
changed, a maturer st^^^a and approach to life would have
necessitated iiis dropping many of the elements v/hich make up
his humor and wnole style and approach to writing. Something
would have had to replace it. Perhaps it woj.ld have been
a creative energy and ability far suparior to tne oest of :iis
short stories which would have lifted him to a jlace am.ong the
b I bid
.
, p . 390
9 A. A. I-'Iilne, By V<ay of Introduction (il.P. Dutton, New Zork,
1929), p. 30
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foremost writer's of our time. But then again, perhaps the
more probable conclusion vjould approximate tnat of Porter-
field, Wiio feels that:
oaki had probably said everytjiin^ he had to say;
he had selected an artificial and brilliant and flippant
philosophy, for all nis profound understanding of hu-
man nature, ca,nd, Vv'nile he was interesting and important
for his poteritialities , I hardly thinli he would have
gone on any further, --ifter all, ne m.ade some delight-
ful contributions to con'uemporary letters. He was never
dull, and that is more than can be said for most modern
writers
.
It is tiie tragedy of many young men to nave died
prematurely before their work was done or even started;
it is tiie tragedy of many, many more to have survived, 10
10
rt
Abstract
Section I is a biography and character study of the
author, tracing his Scottish heritage, nis birth in Burma,
and de 'ictlns his early life under nis domin ering auots.
It is from t.iis oppression that it is believed many of his
enfant te rrible stcries spring. dls love for animals and
nis compo- nl onship v;ith nis sister are suggested as possiole
suolimttlons he miide for a normal adult family life, since
he never married, and never threw off his boyishness. His
life is followed through his career in journalism until his
untimei-y death at the age of forty-five, in the first Vvorld
war.
Section II is a discussion of his waitings othsr than
his short stories, including a ra3ntion of :iis nistory of
Russia, nis tliree olc^ys, and his tv/o novels. Sucn literary
chc.ri cteristi cs as carry over into his snort stories are
considered, and the plays and novels ure discussed ;ilth the
purpose of ascertaining their literary value. The Unbearable
Bassingt on is given special att^'-ntion, since a number of
critics consider it Saki's major v/ork, and the conclusion
is drav/n that it is inferior to his short stories, considered
as a v;hole.
Section III deals exclusively with the snort stories,
dividi.ig them into six categories for tne sake of systematic
discussion. The six are: 1. social satire, found to be his
c
most common type as well as his earliest; 2. horror stories
a small but importcint group in.iicaLive of oaki's lova for
the macabre; 3* supernatural, stories naving a supernatural
element, but v/ritten in a li^ht vein; 4. 3-aelic tales,
concerned vath witches, werewolves, und the like; 5»
stro.i0;ht humor, his best and most amusing and realistic
stories; and 6, miscellaneous, a group of more personal
sketches and stories.
Section IV attempts to evaluate his works, and finds
that his narrow field of endeavor and restricted emotional
range result in his having a limited appeal in the field
of tiie snort story, and little accual standing con:-^idering
the field of Snglisn llter'ature as a w.iole
.
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